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Cushing's postponed town meet
Assessors elected for the town
ing was held Thursday evening were: Riley Davis, three years;
with citizens of the community Clarence Lunt. two years and
voting in favor of participation in Leslie Seavey, one year.
the Georges Valley Community
Constables named, were Kendall
School District by a vote of 62 to Orff and Kenneth Wilson. Richard
43.
Fales was elected fire ward and
Of the four towns involved in Dr. Louie Benson as the town
the area high school plan. War health officer.
ren and Cushing have voted in
A pproprialions
favor while Friendship held up ac
Appropriations of the meeting
tion at Its town meeting last week. 1
included $14,600 for public schools;
Thomaston voters will act on the j
support of the poor, $1,000; aid to
proposal ot. a meeting scheduled |
dependent children, $400 and $1,100
for next Monday evening.
for incidentals.
Total appropriations of the town ,
A item ol $1,500 for road and
to be raised by taxes amounted to
$24,710.69.
This amounted to an bridges will he taken from excise
increase of approximately $4,000, tax income. One unit oi $1,066 was
due largely to increased school i voted for slate aid roads.
Knox County General Hospital
budget needs.
Ralph Winchenpaw of Friend- ' was voted $1.13 and the Knox
ship, the only officer elected Mon- County Industrial and Developday evening as the session was nient Asociation $100. A Civil Depostponed to Thursday night, ! fense fund of $100 was approved
served as moderator.
' and $200 voted for new snow reClarence Lunt was returned as moval equipment.
town clerk. In a contest for town
Voters approved a proposal that
treasurer, Walter Chapman was the Broad Cove school, new un
elected with
46 votes to 36 ac used, bo devoted to Civil Defense
corded. Mrs. Gladys Davis.
uses.
Robert Stone joined the Board of
In two articles added to the list
Selectmen for a three year term after the town report was publish
while Lucy Young was named to ed, citizens voted to publish the
the* School Board in a contest list of town paupers in the town
which saw her poll 38 votes to 21 re-port of next year and elected
tor Carl Neilson and nine tor a budget committee for 1957. On
Oakley Ames.
the budget committee are, Carl
Carl Young was elected road Neilson, Ralph Rand and Fred
commissioner and Jeanette Orff eric Hynd.
Each represents a
town tax collector. Both were re- different section of the commu
elections.
nity.

W’arren High School class parts
were announced by Principal Ed

gar Lemke Thursday.

The meeting waa being held in
preparation for the annua! Cancer
Crusade of the Maine CanccT So
ciety which will start April 1 and
continue, through the month. A
total of $140,000 ia being sought
this year to carry on the fight
against cancer through educa
tion. research and service.
"Early recognition is essential
if cancer is to be cured." Dr.
Goodof said.
"If the physician
can treat it while still confined
to the area of it* start, it is a
comparatively simple operation to
remove any cancer. However, If
it is neglected, the cnncer spreads
and treatment became* increas
ingly difficult."
The volunteers were welcomed
by Mrs. James Cousens of Rock
land, tri-county area chairman.
Mrs. .Mary Leo Eaton, executive
director of the Maine Cancre So
ciety outlined tlie day’s program
and led the discussion of cam
paign organization for thc April
crusade. A film review was con

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
BALM SUNDAY 11 A. 51.

You Are Welcome!
Rev. Geo. H. Wood. Minister

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
gar Wiley. She has been active
throughout the four years in plays
athletics, magazine drives and in
the editing of the year-book. She
has been on the Student Council
and is a member of the Glee Club,
and has won several awards, one
being from the Elks and another
from Betty Crocker.
Dana Thayer, the sal u tat ori an
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lamont
Thayer. He has been a member
of the Student Council, active in
magazine drives and class plays.
He was recently awarded “besit
actor” title by the students, and
was one of the cast taking part in
the “Youth Cavalcade” series
from WCSH TV station. Portland,
sponsored by Maine Dairy Coun
cil. He is a member of the Me
domak Valley League play cast.
He is looking forward to U.S.A.F.
duty after graduation.
Miss Janet Hall, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Payson
received the honor essay grad
She is a member of the Glee Club
and Press Club and is a cheer
leader Student Council Secretary
and class president three years.
She received the DAR award
from Lady Knox Chapter. Be
sides her school activities, she
finds time to do outside typing and
is planning a business school

ducted by Mrs. Helen M. Worces
ter. field representative.

Among those attending were:
Mrs. Alta Noble. Thomaston, field
director: Mrs. Eben M. Randlett
Islesboro; the Rev. George R.
Merriam. North Haven; Miss Jean
Winchenbach.
Rockland;
Mrs.
Raymond Cross, Rockland; Mrs.
Frderlck Aniborn, Lincolnville;
Mrs. Rupert Stevens, Rockport;
Mrs. Stuart Farnham. Rockport;
Mrs. Elmer Crockett, Camden;
Mrs. Ruth Thurlow, Lincolnville;
Mrs. Joel Miller. Thomaston; Mrs.
John W. Hill, Thomaston.
Also: Mrs. Maurice R. Harvey,
Owls Head; Miss Nora Seaver,
Thomaston; Mrs. Harold Wey
mouth. Camden; Mrs. Dorothy
Hamalainen. West Rockport; Mrs.
Evelyn Merrifield, West Rockport;
Mrs. Lester Adams. Thomaston;
Mis. Raymond Spear. Thomaston;
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, Thomas
ton; Miss Estelle Saastamoinen.
Cushing; Mrs. Lloyd Beckett.
Thomaston: Mrs. Everett Draper.
Warren; Mrs. John Chapies, Ap
pleton; Mrs. Frank Hart Appleton.
Also: Mrs. Leslie Wilson, Crie
haven; Mrs. Raymond Emerson.
Warren; Mrs. William Tower
Warren; Mrs. Louise Billtngs.
Rock'and; Mrs. Margaret Cant.
Tenant* Harlor; Mrs. Gladys
Hocking, St. George; Mrs. Enid
Monaghan Port Clyde; Mrs. Wil
liam McLellan, Camden, and Mrs.
Edward K. Morse. Camden.

It pays to use electric plugs that
can be gripped easily when re
moving them front the sockets.
Never pull thc cord itself. Always
grip the plug only, sny Maine
safety authorities.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Park Street Texaco Station
BOCKLAND, MAINE

Spring Is the Opportune Time To Consider a Business
Of Your Own.
Let l's Explain How the Texas Company Can Help Yon
Build a Satisfying Income.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

The Texas Co.
Evenings: Al Crane, Camden 3148
35-36

Miss Mar

jorie Wiley, the valedictorian, is
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Accidents Can

Knox Polio Chapter Elects 1956-57 Staff

Strike Twice On

OF WARREN HIGH SENIOR CLASS

TRI-COUNTY CANCER CAMPAIGN
CHAIRMEN MEET AT ROCKLAND
The importance of early discov
ery of cancer, during its curable
stage, was outlined today by Dr.
Irving I. Goodof. president of the
Maine Cancer Society and a mem
ber of thc staff of Thayer Hospital
in Waterville, to 44 volunteer
chairmen from communities of
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo counties
at an orientation and training
meeting held In American Legion
Home here Thursday.

>7.60 per year
>3.76 alx montha

EIGHT PAGES—10c COPT
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AND VOTED INCREASED BUDGET
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CUSHING APPROVED area high
SCHOOL PLAN THURSDAY NIGHT

-millions leave theta theft f

Same Location

course.

Two accidents a half hour apart

O’her class parts announced
were: claas history, Alton Gam
mon. class prophecy.
Gloria
Heath, class gifts. Phyllis Driscoll
and class will. Dana Thayer.
The senior class is an active
group in all school affairs having
outstanding talent in the activities
which are part of a small high
school life, which does give all
students the chance of participn.ion according to their own desires
and willingn-eag in oo-operating.

at nearly the same spot in Rock
land Thursday evening resulted in
extensive damage to the vehicles
involved but no injuries to the
operators.
The

first

accident which

oc

curred nt 8 o'clock involved cars
operated by Lyndon Nelson. 46. of

Broadway and u bakery station
wagon driven by Charles Fairweather. Jr.. 18. ot 41 Holmes
street.
Fairweather told police that he
applied his brakes when he spot
Liberty Phone
ted the Nelson car approaching
Company Sold
south on Broadway from the op
posite direction but his rear
The Sale of the Liberty & Bel
wheels began skidding toward a
fast Telephone and Te’egraph Co.,
parked car. He turned the steer
ing wheel nnd hi.s car skidded into
was announced by the Maine
the Nelson vilhlcle striking Rs
Public
Utilities
Commission
right side.
Thursday.
Police estimated $300 damage to
Elected to serve on the executive hoard of the Knox County Chapter of the National Foundation the ieft side of the 1947 Chevrolet
The company was sold to the
Eastern Telephone Co., owned for Infantile Paralysis for thc coming year was the above group, 'lhe (‘lections were held at an annual sedan operated by Nelson and
banquet meeting of the chapter at the Thorndike Hotel Thursday evening. They are, left to right: Sec
and operated by Carleton Gross of retary Mrs. Alfred Harjula of South Thomaston, George Parsons, Pearl Borgerson, Chairman Constance about $150 to the right front fender
Wes Enfield. Price of the sale MacPhail, and Vice Chairman Ruth Rogers, all of Rockland; {'harles Ltywe of Camden and Treasurer of the 1949 Ford station wagon
Robert Wilkinson of Rockland. Guest speakers at thc meeting included George Hawkings of Portland, Fairweather was driving,
was not disclosed.
state representative for the Foundation, Mrs. I)oroth> Mills of Belgrade, state women’s activities chair
Reason for the sale was given man; I)r. Edward Morse of Roekland, president of the Knox County Medical Association; and Mrs. Ada were called to the area the inA half hour later, police again
as t.he inability of tlie present as Ames, State Health and Welfare Department nurse.
Photo by McKeon
tei section of Broadway nnd Court
sets of the company t.o cover costs !--------------------------------*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------street to investigate an accident
involving a 1949 Cadillac sedan
- ROCKLAND
operated by Charles Jordan, 16, of
K-L LEAGUE AND JOINS WITH
99 Camden street traveling south
on Broadway and a 1953 Chevrolet
CITY MANAGER AND PORT DISTRICT KENNEBEC VALLEY CONFERENCE
station svagon parked on Broad
COUNSEL TO APPEAR FOR CITY
The
Rockland High School
Roekland High Sehool will con way and owned by David Holden
Tigers withdrew from the Knox- tinue in the league track schedule of 478 Old County Road.
IN WASHINGTON ON DREDGING
The youth related much the
Lincoln League baseball schedule with Waldoboro, Camden, Wiscas
Rockland’s City Manager, Lloyd tend. He is a former secretary of to enter the Kennebec Valley set aix/i Lincoln, although discus same story as Fairweather ex
sion was held concerning their plaining to poMce that he had
K. Allen will journey to Washing the board and worked for the
Baseball Conference at a meeting withdrawal.
Mrs. Sikorski A
applied the brakes as he was
ton, D. C., next week for a Wed harbor dredging since its initial
of the K-L League Thursday eve
Another committee to formulate going between the parked car and
nesday
morning
appearance
at
a
plans.
Candidate For
J rules for the league’s track pro an oncoming vehicle that passed
session of the Appropriations
Th<' dredging project appropria ning at Waldoboro.
Elected new president of the gram and meet it headed by him.
Committee of the House of Repre tion passed through the U. S.
Probate Register
Upon applying his brake* his
sentatives who are scheduled to Senate last year under the guid league to succeed the retiring Ralph Hilton of Wiscasset.
The group voted to hold nine car skidded into the parked sta
take up the $700,000 Rockland ance of Maine's Senator Mar president, Charles Grant of Rock
Harbor dredging project.
garet Chase Smith just before land, was Carroll Wallace, princi inning games in the baseball tion wagon.
An estimated $300 damage was
pal of Thomaston High Sehool.
I schedule, contrary to a recom
Tentative plans this weekend 1 that body adjourned,
The league voted to continue in mended modification of the na- reported to the right front Tender
called for Christy Adams. Rock- 1 This year the project was taken
land attorney who is counsel for up by Representative Charles Nelleagues, a Knox and a Lincoln ional high school authorities who of Holden's car while the vehicle
operated by Jordan received an
t he Roekla nd Po rt District son
is seeking passage Division, with playoffs for the recommend seven.
championship of the league follow
The Medomak Valley League of estimated $400 damage to the
trustees, to attend the session the
with Allen.
The
calls for the
 ing the completion of both divi : this area plays a seven inning right front side.
I 4ame schedule.
Patrolman Carleton Thurston In
Adams said Friday he is making ing of
’ Cove and the sion schedules.
ewery effort to clear up work for Rockland
 • In the Knox League would be The national group, however. vestigated both accidents.
the trip but there is a possibility vide, passageway
ocean going Thomaston, Ca.mden and Vinal ! allows the local leagues to deter
haven with Boothbay Harbor, mine their own game length setthat he might not be able to atMunicipal Court
Waldoboro, Wiscasset and Lincoln | up.
the Lincoln end.
A baseball change recommend
A single ease was heard by
A split baseball season, in both ed the national group was fol Judge Alfred M. Strout in Rock
CADET TRAINING SHIP STATE OF
the spring and fall seasons, was lowed by a vote of the league at land Municipal
Court Friday
MAINE MAY VISIT ROCKLAND
discussed and a five member com the meeting. The group adopted morning concerning a 17-year-oM
mittee was set up to examine this a plan to allow three players to Friendship
\x>uth
who
waa
DURING FESTIVAL IN AUGUST
possibility.
j re-enter baseball games after they charged with drinking in a pub
This lic place.
Heading the committee was had once been withdrawn.
The Maine Seafoods Festival is been favorites at the Festival for
■ Harry Hildebrandt of Lincoln would be to allow more students
Arthur Thompson, the respond
in the progress of extending an several years.
The ship being here would give j Academy with Gene Stover of Wis- to participate in the games.
ent. wag arrested by Thomaston
official
Invitation
to
the
Maine
Mrs. Mildred F. Sikorski
Roekland will also be represent police on Starr street Thursday
the people of the state their first easset. Charles Begley of Waldo
Maritime Academy to bring its
boro and Laurence (Dool) Dailey ed in the league’* girls’ softball
opportunity
to
inspect
the
ship
night. Ho wa» found guilty of the
Mrs. Mildred F. Sikorski 37,
huge cadet training ship. State of and a chance for prospective ca of Camden as members.
schedule, it was reported.
charge after pleading not guilty
wife of Zig Sikorski of 25 James
and was fined $10 and $7 costs.
street, has announced her candi Maine, to the city for the festival dets to learn of Academy life.
Festival visitors from all sec
He paid the fine.
dacy for the Republican nomina next August.
KIWANIANS OPEN BETTER HOMES
Academy officials, earlier in the tions of the nation would be
tion in the June primaries for reg
week, indicated that such an in shown the ship during visiting SHOW AT COMMUNITY BUILDING
ister of probate of the county.
TOUR FAVORITE POEM
vitation would be favorably consid hours.
Mrs. Sikorski'a entry into com
MHO HAS KNOWN HEIGHTS
ered.
MONDAY FOR TWO DAY RUN
petition for thc G.O.P. nomination
Letters of invitation are going
Who has know heights and depths
is the third. Previously, William
Knox 40 & 8 To
All the indications are that
Others, who specialize in buildshall not again
forward to Rear Admiral W. W.
Goldschmidt of Appleton and
this year’s Better Homes Show ing materials are: Sutton Supply
Know peoce — not as the calm
wariick,
commandant
oi
.!„
|
Nominate
Officers
Thomas Ay 1 ward of Camden had
heart knows
will be bigger and better than Co.. Starrett’s Mill, State Sand
Academy from Wendell Hadloek
Low, Ivied walls; a garden close
announced their intentions to seek
Judging
from
advertiseand
Gravel
Overlock
Mill.
Tile
Knox
County
40&8
Voiture
president of the F’estival this year.
he, tread the hum
thc post. Mr. Goldschmidt recent
this issue ' Passmore Lumber Co., Grossman And blethough
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen and of the American Legion met Wedr ments appearing
ways of men
ly withdrew, due to the press of
be , Homes and the Dragon Ce He shall not apeak the common
Chamber of Commerce Secretary nesday evening at the Rockland The Courier-Gazette there
personal business.
tongue again.
of 21
showing ! ment Co.
Ralph W. Bartlett.
Legion Home and appointed a a
She is the daughter of Deputy
products
they
City Councilman Osgood Gilbert nominating committee of three to
To make sure that not all is Who has known heights shall bear
Sheriff Elmer Fulton Sh<‘ gradu of Rockland, who is vice president return a slate of officers for the
forevermore
Among
are
’s. too serious while at the show
An incommunicable thing
ated with honors from Bridgewa of the Academy board of trustees. annual election meeting to be held
Kenniston. Edward O'B. Rockland Kiwanis have provided That
his heart, as if a wing
ter Classical Academy and from «us in touch with Ralph Leavitt in May.
Gonia. H. Glover Co..
’ an excellent program of enter Beathurts
at the jxrrtal, challenging;
Ricker Junior College in Houlton of Portland, president of the trus
H.
H.
Crie
Co.,
Maine
tainment. including a couple of And yet lured by the gleam his
Members of the committee, ap
in 1938.
vision wore—
tees, Thursday evening. Leavitt's
New
Tele- j
from away. Mike Monroe on
pointed by Chern de Gare Law
once has trodden stars
Her employment has included reaction to the proposal was most
and Telegraph
and the trampoline and Lew Fitzgib- Whoseeks
rence Blood were, Ervin Curtis.
peace no more.
work with the Maine Development favorable.
Wallpaper Center.
bon at the xylophone, as well as
Mary Brent Whiteside.
The training ship was acquired
Commission at Augusta and five
Others who will have exhibits ' our own Rockland High Tiger’s
years as secretary’ in the Safety hy the Academy three years ago
or demonstrations at the show in- , band, under the direction of An
THIS SUNDAY'S
Division of the Maine State Po and is the former Army hospital
elude:
Dowling. A. C. Me-i tonio Palleria. the precision color
SPECIAL
ship, Comfort. Since that time,
lice in Augusta.
Loon & Co., Albert E. MacPhail, guard and drums from the Port O’
FREE!
FREEI
The couple have two boys, one the midshipmen have put the
Sears. Roebuck & Co., a.s well as Roekland Drum and Bugle Corps
March 25. 1956
nine and the other five, and she nearly 500 foot ship in top condi
the Studley Furniture Co.
and Nancy Lowe, the miniature
PYROFAX GAS
OVEN ROAST CHICKEN
is an active member of the tion and have made three Carib
drum majorette that attracted so
bean
cruises
aboard
her,
the
latest
Tyler P.T.A.
Frank
Hallowell
$1.85
and
Arthur much attention in the 1955 Sea
LEADS AGAIN
Nomination papers for Mrs. of which was completed last Sun
food's Festival parade.
Ernie
Ingersoll.
Other Selections Available
day.
Sikorski were placed in circula
The committee will return the Johnson, another Rocklander who
— NOW —
At the
The presence of the ship In thc
tion Thursday afternoon.
slate of officers at the April meet returned home after several years
harbor would make available to
FREE
GAS
INSTAUAYWN
Thorndike Hotel
ing to be held the third Tuesday j of road stands with Vaughn Monthe Festival the Corps of Cadets
SBRVKL
of the month. Elections are held i roe’s orchestra, will be
the
for Festival functions. Tlie Acad
Served front 12 Till 3 P. M.
month later.
(Continued on Tage Three)
No Deposit oa
emy drill team nnd band have
107

baseball team drops

who
its
in
House of Representatives.
project
dredg
Lermond s
Harbor channels to pro
for
ships.

Academy in

ever.

in

total
the
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W.

the
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will
exhibitors
or services
sell.
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Power Co.,
phone
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Central
England
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CITY OF ROCKLAND
Applications are being received at the office of tbe

J’

City Manager fer the position of switchboard operator

t»
t»

at City Hall.

t>
o
i»

LLOYD K. ALLEN,
City Manager.

SOCONY-VACUUM
Bottled Gas
run linc or
AFMIOVED AFFLIMeU

COMPTON'S
COR. PARK and UNION STS.
TEL. 1136

♦ooooooooo»oooooooooooo«

or Tanks

RUMMAGE SALE

ST. PATRICK'S

BETTER HOMES SHOW

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

DANCE

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

Saturday,

TONIGHT

MARCH 26 and 27

March 24

Postponed from Last Week

2 to 5 and 7 to 10 O'clock

9.30 A. M.

DANCING 8 TO 12

Orchestra and Refreshments

Exhibits - Entertainment - Prizes

Benefit of
R. H. S. FRENCH CLVB
SGHOLAKHHIP FFND

AMERICAN LEGION HOME
ROCKLAND

Admission 25 cents

Albert E. MacPhail
MS MAIN ST.

SPONSORS: ROCKLAND KIWANIS CLVB
33-36

BOCKLAMU
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PALEFACES MANAGE TO BITE THE
DOG THAT HAS BEEN NIPPING

THEM IN ISLAND BOWLING CIRCLES
The Palefaces finally found a
cure for being trimmed by the
Dogtowners so often, for on thc
13th of the month and by taking
a hair from the tail of the dog
that had bitten them so many
times they finally won a victory
over the Dogtowners and handed
them the first defeat of the season.
A couple of strings in the 70's
bowled by Norton and Ames in the
second string which cut the team
total to 421 while the Palefaces
were getting a 475 their
best
string for the evening, was a big
factor in the 12 pin loss by the
Dogtowners.
The Dogtowners made a game
comeback in the last string and
had everybody on the edge of
their seats as a couple of strikes
in the last two frames gave them
a glimmer of hope, but the handi
cap was too much to make up and
the Palefaces took three points
on just that one string.
Ducky
Haskell’s 111 was best single but
Capt Frank Hamilton’s 301 stood
out as best total. The Dogtowners
have turned out to be a much
stronger team than anyone anti
cipated and it will be interesting
to see if this one loss is the fore
runner of a general crack-up.
Pale-faces:
S. Davis, 266; D.
Oakes. 268; J. Littlefield. 268; H.
Conway, 263; F. Hamilton, 301.
Toatl, 1366.
Dogtow’ners:
G. Davis
for
Thompson. 283;
H. McDonald,
281; Norton for Young. 251; V
Arnes, 249;
Haskell, 290. Total.
1354
Thursday night saw the Black
faces chalk up a win —but it was
only a one point win when they
took a single string from the
Bully Boys, making a grand total
of trwo points for thc Blackies this
season. Sturks, the "Little Giant”
of the Bully Boys, with 113 for
high single and 290 for his three,
was best man for the evening,
while K. Hatch was as snug as a
bug in a rug in the cellar with
his 230. Ken is again agitating
for that match with a women's
team, his big argument being that
he wants to test out that old say
ing that “the woman always
pays”.
Ken says his team has
paid every time so far this year
and he wants to put a stop to it.
Bully Boys: Chandler, 254; W.
Hutchinson, 273; R. Walker, 254;
Sturks, 290; M. Norton, 251. Total,
1302.

Blackfaces: F. Rosen, 244; H.
Chilles, 253; K. Hatch. 230; E.
Conway, 279; J. Chillies, 274.
Total, 1280.
The Ganders managed to hold
on to the top position in the Vinal
haven Bowling League the past
week, by virtue of taking three
points from the laboring Pirates,
but the Ducks won also and man
aged to stay close behind so that
a five point sweep by the Ducks
coupled with a similar loss by the
Ganders this week would put
them
in the top spot that the
Ganders now hold.
In spite of
some brilliant bowling by Bruce
Johnson, who has been hotter than
a firecracker these past few weeks
and also in spite of the fact the
Pirates won the first two strings,
the Ganders, by steady, even
bowling
at an average 88 per
string, took three points and the
game.
The Pirates had won the first
string by 11 pins, due mostly to
Bruce Johnson’s 117, and again
took the second by three pins due
(according to Peacock, to Pea
cock’s bowling a 75 for the Gan
ders) but in thc third the Gan
ders rallied and by four of th >
team getting over 90. they man
aged to pull the game out of the

BOIOK-POI^FIAC
<Z2**2iCWWOPKlMS SON

KEEP SM/L/N6 UK THE
CUSTOMERS WHO DRIVE*
CWHOPP/MrSOH
WE STRIVE TODO

CM.

TK IMPOSSIBLE KEP
€U£Pvnon v ujlppv

Are despite Bruce Johnson’s val
iant defense with his 107 string.
Johnson’s 117 and total or 319 was
way out front of anything else on
the scoreboard.
Ganders: Oakes for Simons, 258;
Drew, 268:
Chilles for Sutliffe,
268:
Peacock, 268;
Goose. 261.
Total. 1323.
Pirates:
Mitchell. 243; Olson,
245: Johnson. 319; Sanborn. 258;
Shields. 252. Total. 1317.
The Worms quietly slid in the
cellar berth on Wednesday night
as they lost four points to the
Ducks, and even though Captain
Wymie led the field with his 282
he wasn't quite good enough to
drag his team over the finish line
as winners. Cap’n Grimes hid a
very bad night, somebody must
have put saltpeter in his cigars,
for his total of 212 shows just how
much his fire was slowed down.
Joe Nelson was back in the line
up of the Ducks after a long ab
sence due to a badly cut hand sus
tained while on a business trip to
Ohio, and after a shaky start,
flapped a strong right wing for the
Ducks.
Captain Poole thinks that if he
could find a little corn to feed his
Ducks he would breeze into first
place in no time at all. He didn’t
say whether it was corn flakes,
corn cakes, cracked corn or bot
tled corn that he though would do
the trick.
Ducks: Oakes. 247; MacDonald,
254;
Nelson. 251;
Smith, 268;
Poole. 274. Total. 1294.
Worms: Grimes, 212; Bickford.
263; F. Chilles, 250;
Rae, 276;
Wymie, 282. Total. 1283.

David I. Philbrook. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook of Thom
aston. has completed his recruit
training at the Bainbridge Naval
Training Station in Maryland and
reported for further duty following
a 14 day furlough.
The Thomaston Navy man re
ported back to Engineman Train
ing School at Great Lakes Naval
Training Center in Illinois upon
competition of his leave.
Prior to his entry into the Navy.
Philbrook graduated from Rock
land High School. He entered the
Navy on Dec. 29, 1955, and was
sent to the Bainbridge Station for
nine weeks recruit training.
* * *

Army PFC. Richard Arnold, 25.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Irving B.
Arnold. Route 4. Augusta, recent
ly was assigned to the 18th Regi
ment’s Tank Company in the 1st
Infantry Division at Fort Riley,
Kan. Arnold, a driver in the com
pany. entered the Army in March
1955 and received basic training
at Fort Riley. Kan. He is a 1948
graduate of Cony High School and
a former employee of thc Arnold
Lumber Company.
• • *

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 am. to 8.30
• * *

p.m.

In case you are looking for
something special for your Lenten
reading this year, we suggest the
books by and about Peter Mar
shall. "The Prayers of Peter Mar
shall’’
and
"A
Man
Called
The October Fox, C. McMeekin.
Peter’’ are by his wife Catherine.
The Right Girl, F. S. Moore.
"Mister Jones Meets The Master”
The Last Hurrah. Edwin O’Con
is his own book; his sermons and
prayers during his years on earth, nor.
Valley of the Vines. Packer.
and it has won him the love and
Outlawed Banner. Roark.
reaped of millions and extended
Boon Island. Roberts.
his influence throughout the length
The Threshold. D. Rutherford.
and breadth of America.
Fugitive, Simeon.
In these messages is the depth
Horse Soldiers. H. Sinclair.
of Dr. Marshall's thinking s^nd
Scarlet Oord, Frank Slaughter.
speaking during his years in the
Island In The Sun. A. Waugh.
puLpit of Washington's historic
New York Avenue Presbyterian
Non-Fiction
Church and as Chaplain of the
- Search for Bridey Murphy,
United States Senate. There are
Bernstein.
no other sermons and prayers
Rings Around Us. E. G. Carey.
quite like these, for there was no
Secret of the Hittites. C. Ceram.
other man quite like Peter Mar
Maine Place Names of the Peo
shall.
ples of its Towns. A. Chadbournc.
This book is addre ssed not to the
Power To Go, Denison.
rich and illustrious, but to thc
Ambassador
E x t r a-ordiinary
man he preferred to call "Mr.
(Clare Booth Luce). A. Hatch.
Jones’’; to clerks, motormen
Woman in Black. Holdredge.
butchers.
housew’ives,
students
Yankee People and Places, I.
and to the lonely girl in the hos
Johnson.
pital ward. Here, for everyone, is
Profiles in Courage. John Ken
"The Master’s Way", interpreted
nedy.
by a master of the pulpit.
Surprised By Joy. C. S. Lewis.
Now’ we have a new book, "The
Heart of Peter Marshall's Faith,
Heart of Peter Marshall’s Faith”,
Peter Marshall.
containing two inspirational mes
Bugles and A Tiger, J. Masters
sages by Peter Marshall, taken
Long Days Journey Into Night,
from his book, "Mr. Jones, Meet
E. O'Neill.
the Master’’. The first message.
Electrons, Waves and Messages.
“Keepers of the Springs”, affirms
Pierce.
the necessity of faithfully practic
What’s
New
In Gardening,
ing Christ’s principles while we
Pi rone.
are on this earth. Dr. Marshall
Presence of Grace. Powers.
sees the mothers of the world
Five Dollar Gold Piece, O
as the guardians or Christ's spirit
Prescott.
and way in the lives of growing
Journey Down A Rainbow, J. B
children and grown men, and he
Priestly.
calls for deeper spiritual percep
Lincoln’s Sons. R. P. Randall.
tion and a higher moral tone in
More Guys and Dolls. Runyon.
human living.
Report
on Unidentified Flying
The second. "The Grave in the
Objects, Ruppelt.
Garden”, is Dr. Marshall’s wit
Hew To Write A Story And Sell
ness to his faith in life after death,
It. St. John.
a convincing account of the evid
Thoughts For Daily Living,
ences of immortality, answering
Sheen.
the age-old question, "If a man
What I Think. A. E. Stevenson.
die. shall he live again?’*
Amy Vanderbilt’s Everyday Eti
H» re in this book is "The Heart
quette. Vanderbilt.
of Peter Marshall's Faith” in his
MacArthur. His Rendezous With
own colorful and stirring lan
guage. These books make excel History. Whitney.
I Am A Mathematician. Wiener.
lent reading at any time of the
year.
Other new books added to the Square Riggers
shelves:

Fiction
Tender Victory. T Caldwell.
Island Plavers. Ilka Chase.
Powder Valley Renegade. Peter
We

keep

folk*

happy

with

“eusy - on - thc - pocketbook"

prices.

You'll smile with satis

faction when driving a ear from
C. W. HOPKINS A SON.

John Parker. IV, 23. son of
Mrs. Virginia Parker. 40 Summer
street. Bath was recently promot
ed to specialist, third class, while
serving with the 287th Field Artil
lery Battalion in Germany. Spe
cialist Parker, in Europe since
February. 1955, is assigned to the
battalion's Headquarters Battery
as a surveyor. He entered the
Army in September 1954 and com
pleted basic training at Fort Dix,
N. J. Parker is a 1954 graduate
of Dartmouth College and a mem
ber of Sigma Chi fraternity.

I
Native Stone. Gilbert.
Double Star. Hcinlein.
Jeweled Sword. Ruth L. HUI.
Honey From A Dark Hive, Kavinoky.
Revolt of Gunner Asch, H. H
Kirst.
Over The Raver Charlie. Lansworth.
Mr. Hamish Cleave. Llewellyn.
Let Dead Enough Alone, Lock
ridge.
H. M. S. Ulysses, MacLean.

To Attend Square
Dance Festival
Several able-footed area offl
nals will invade Bangor on April
7 along w’ith other Rockland
couplet, to represent the Rockland
Square Riggers Club at the East
ern Maine Square Dance Festival.
The festival will be held at the
Bangor YMCA and will pull
square dancers from many East
ern Maine communities.
From Rockland. Police Chief
and Mrs. Bernard Thompson, Fire
Chief and Mrs. Westley Knight,
Knox County Sheriff and Mrs. P.

TuMday-Thuredoy-Saturday

deer is fortunate enough to be in shows April first just around the
an area where food is available corner and the opening of the fish
Editor and Publisher. John M. Richardson
without too much effort, and the ing season in many parts of
Roundup
Three Times a Week
animal does not have to move Maine. I try not to miss an open
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
about too much, or exert itself ing day and I hope this year will
By Ron Speers
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874
Dogs chasing deer are still a unduly, the stored body fat will be no exception. My wife hints
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
broadly that there is a definite
Gazette in 1882 The Free Press was established In 1855,
major problem to the wardens of a long time.
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
However, if circumstances are connection between April first
the Maine Fish and Game De
consolidated March 17, 1897.
partment and will remain so as such that a deer much exert con being all fools’ day and the fact
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
long as the deep snows are with siderable efforts to find food, or that the fishing season opens then.
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.
us. Heavy snows coming late in “mush expend unusual amounts of I’m ignoring it. I’m go ng fishing
the season as they have this year energy in fleeing from dogs” or anyway!
EDITORIAL
are doubly dangerous to the deer other enemies, then the fat re
herd, first, in that they catch the serve is burned up at an excessive
THIS OLD SOLDIER DID NOT FADE AWAY
animals at a period w’hen the ma rate and even though the animal Owls Head
There is something pathetic in tl^e spectacle of a for
jor fat reserves of their bodies may escape from its pursuers at
MRS FRANCIS DYER
mer president of the United States becoming embroiled
have been seriously depleted by the moment, they w’ 11 just as
Correspondent
in a hassle via the columns of a great national magazine
Telephone 385-M1
the demands of winter, and sec surely have caused its death later
in which he has come out a poor second.
ondly, in that the pregnant does on from malnutrition and ex
In his attack on General MacArthur former President
are much further along in the ges posure when the vital fat reserve
Mrs. Rose White, who was a re
Truman has found himself in a most unhappy position,
tation period, and the snow’ depth is not available when needed. cent patient at the Knox County
while General MacArthur, always a top figure in Army
demands heavy exertion from Something to think about, isn't it? General Hospital, has returned
circles, appears once again to have won his battle.
them.
Well, enough on the dogs chas home.
Mentioning the fat reserve of ing deer question. It should be
Mrs. Marie Ripley of Matinicus
the deer brings u,p an interesting fairly obvious to any sportsman was a guest several days last
RESEARCH COMMITTEE VS. "PLATFORMS"
point that I don’t believe is given worthy of the name what the prob w’eek of Mrs. Ellvna Fredette.
We are frankly not too much impressed by the “grass
enough consideration in the prob lem is and what the solution is.
roots” town meetings being held over the State, theoreti
Mrs. Esther Dolliver, who was
lem of dogs chasing deer. During Just a matter of keeping your dog
cally designed to produce a true cross section of the wishes
a recent surgical patient at Knox
the summer and through the fall from running loose in the woods,
of the people with regards to a party platform.
Hospital, is convalescing at the
of the year, the deer are living during the period of heavy snows.
These informal sessions held for the specific purpose
home of her daughter. Mrs. Louise
high in most of Maine and busy If everyone co-operated, there’d
of testing public opinion were setting ducks for any power
Gregory. Rockland.
building up a reserve of fat or be no problem.
ful organization of lobbyists as the results will show’ all
“stored calories” for the lean win
A quick glance at the calendar LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE
too well. They could easily be packed w’ith sympathizers
ter days ahead. Every hunter who
(OMPANY
for this or that cause and the basis established for a great
BW HAM
E FI R
Boston, Massachusetts
has gotten a deer in good condi
state-W’ide "demand.” These demands for increased spend
INSURANCE COMPANY’
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1955
tion knows what I mean. Along
ing on the grand scale like another $8,000,000 from an
Manchester, New Hampshire
$352,980,591.
Bonds.
the back, across the hams, over
"increase in the State Sales Tax" ignore the fact that thc
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Stocks.
MIM 813
thc
shoulders,
the
leaf
fat
or
suet
State is nothing more nor less than a group of the towns
*onds.
519 775 922 00 Real Estate Owned.
6.259.954.
is white and deep when the hide Stocks.
23 803.399.70
Cash and Bank i »•
and cities comprising the State, and it is their own money
2.100 000.00
posits.
is peeled off. and when the animal Real Estate Owned.
19,OH 487
they spend so lavishly.
Agents Balances,
20.362.956.
is dressed, the kidneys are found Cash and Bank De
After all, just how much real importance attaches to
posits.
1.589.684.02 Other Assets.
2.503.810.
embedded in solid fat.
a party platform as compared to the findings of the Re
Agents Balances or Un
All
this
fat
is
there
for
a
rea

search Committee composed of some of the best minds
collected Premiums, 3,681.094.16
$137,901,111.
Total Assets.
son. It is a source of energy dur Other Assets,
3.972.949.33
LLABILmPS. SURPLUS. ETC.
in Maine, spending endless hours of study to determine
DEC. 31. 1955
ing the winter and is burned up by
what is truly in the best interests of all of Maine.
Total Assets
$54.923 049.21 Reserve for Losses
$240,588,105.
the body.
It sustains life and
Our support goes to the Research Committee’s findings.
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Loss Adju = tthough spring may find the deer
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
ment Expenses.
21.224 207.
in a thin or "poor” condition after Reserve for Losses.
$4,237,790.86 Reserve for Unearned
THE BOARDS ARE NOT AT FAULT
the body fat has been used up. Reserve for Loss AdjustPremiums.
65,785.449.
184.207.48 Reserve for Taxes,
ment Expenses.
The other day Ted Williams let loose a blast of con
9 862.464
strill a few weeks of feeding on
16.548.089.
All Other Inabilities.
demnation against the Selective Service system and against
the succulent foods becoming Reserve for Unearned •
Premiums.
18.055.931.30
draft boards in general. We have much respect for Williams
available at that time will put Reserve for Taxes.
467,754.30
Total Liabilities.
$354,008 314.
as an athlete but feel that when he undertakes to publicly
them right back in shape again.
All Other Liabilities. 8.229.859.18 Special Surplus Funds. $25,383,412.
condemn all draft boards and accuse them of “gutless"
The body fat is used up during
Guaianty Funds,
1,250.000.
Total Liabilities.
and "spineless” actions he does not know’ what he is talk
$31,175 543.12 Unassigned Funds,
57.259.385.
the winter in direct proportion to
$3,400,000.00
Special
Surplus
Funds
ing about.
the amount of energy expended by
Capital Paid Up or
Policyholders’ Sur
We have hesitated to comment on this matter hoping
the animal. In other w’ords, if a
4.000,000.00
Statutory Deposit.
plus.
$83,892,797.
that the Director of Selective Service w’ould take it upon
Unassigned Funds
AMERICAN EMPLOYERS’
himself to reply. So far he has not seen fit to do so.
16 347.506.09
(Surplus).
Tota 1,
$437 901.111.
INSURANCE COMPANY
In New England and over much of the nation Ted
33-S-39
Boston,
Massachusetts
Surplus
a
‘
>
<
Regards
Williams is a hero with a splendid military record. He is
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1955
LIBERTY MUTUAL FIRE
Policyholders.
$23,747,506.09
in a position to guide the minds of our younger genera
Bonds.
$33.759372.45
INSURANC E COMPANY
tion, particularly those w’ho are subject to draft. It is for
Stocks,
15.552.384.35
Boston, Massachusetts
$54,923,049.21
Total.
this reason that we feel it not only proper but also neces
Cash and Bank DeASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
33-S-39
posits.
2 699.453.20
Bonds.
$37,647.766 64
sary to express to our readers the high esteem in which
OLD COLONY INSURANCE
Agents Balances or UnStocks.
6.712.687.00
we hold Knox County’s draft board.
COMPANY
collected Premiiums. 4.906,187.70
Cash and Bank De
We are well acquainted with all four members of the
Boston,
Other Assets,
posits.
1.667.693.00
1,423.594.38
board; citizens of the highest caliber who generously give
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Agents Balances or Un
their time and effort, without remuneration, to fairly and
$13,356,234.95
Total Assets,
collected Premiums, 2,309.342.63
$58,340,992.08 Bonds.
Stocks,
19.286.858.46 Other Assets.
INABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
1,008.852.41
justly administer the Selective Service Act as far as it af
Cash and Bank De
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
fects this county. Theirs is not an easy task. They are
posits.
623.322.49
Reserve for Losses.
$18,497,876.34
Total Asset
$49 346.341.M
the first to admit that there are inequities in the law, but
Agents Balances or Un
Reserve for Loss AdjustLIABTIJTTFS
as it is written, they carry out its provisions to the best
collected
Premiums,
—
357,376.61
ment Expenses
OTHER FUNDS. DEC 31. 1955
2.251 485.00
of their abilities. The community is aware of this and thc
Reserve for Unearned Pre
Other Assets.
991.234.73 Reserve for Losses.
$8,839,709.00
Local Board enjoys the utmost respect.
miums.
17.270.173.19
Reserve for Loss AdjustTotal
Assets.
$33,899,974.02
Reserve
for
Taxes.
1.094.000.00
ment
Expenses.
583 960.00
The law is antiquated and holds certain "gimmicks"
All Other Liabilities.
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Unearned
1.324,403.65
which favor the thoughtless, selfish and unpatriotic. In
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
Premiums.
22 949.895.00
another column The Courier-Gazette reprints an article
$4,413,033.80 Reserve for Taxes.
Total Liabilities.
$40,437,938,18 Reserve for losses,
720.000.00
that appeared in the March issue of The National Guards
Reserve for Loss Ad justSpecial Surplus
All Ofher Liabilities,
856.411.23
man. It speaks for itself. As long as the law continues
ment Expenses.
279.968.20
Funds.
$9,403,053.90
Capital Paid Up.
Total Liabilities
$33,949,975.23
2 000.000.00 Reserve for Unearned
its present wording there is no defense against those
11.4,37.329.53 Special Surplus Funds J6.301.B57.00
Premiums.
Unass:gned Funds
shrewd enough and sufficiently unpatriotic to evade their
363 630.00 Guaranty Fund.
(Surplus),
6.500,000.00 Reserve for Taxes.
500,000.00
duty to their country. Public indignation of their action
All Other Liabilities.
299.659.50 Unassigned Funds
appears to be our only defense.
Surplus as Regards
(Surplus)
8.594,709.45
Total Liabilities.
$16,793,621.03
Policyholders.
$17,903,063.90
Capital Paid Up or
Surplus as Regards
PROPER MONEY FOR THE MAIL
Statutory Deposit.
Total.
$58,340,992.08
$2,000,000.00
Policyholders,
$15 396.366.45
30-3-38 Unassigned Funds
There is no valid reason why in a country as pros
(Surplus),
15,106.352.99
Total.
$49,346 341.68
perous as the United States the postal service should oper
TRANSCONTINENTAL
22-R-39
ate at a deficit of a half billion dollars annually. Post
INSURANCE COMPANY
Surplus as Regards
New
York,
New
York
A M E R I( AN CASH A! .TY
master General Summerfield has again appealed to
Policyholders,
$17,106 352.99
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
COMPANY OF READING
Congress for the rate increases necessary to place the
Bonds.
$5 265.460.92
PENNSYLVANIA
$.33.899.974.02
Total,
Post Office on a more nearly self-sustaining basis. His
Stocks
4.652,612.00
412 Washington Street
33-S-39
presentation before the House Post Office and Civil Service
Cash and Bank DCReading, Pennsylvania
Committee was exceptionally w’ell documented to show the
posits.
851.287.81
ALLSTATE FIRE INSURANCE
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Agents
Balances
or
1
neollected
COMPANY
’
’
on
da.
$26,421 762 23
Justification of thc adjustments he seeks. We think the
Premiums.
1.414.865.13
7447 Skokie Blvd.
Stocks.
18 355 173 87
puuiic will accept fair increases gracefully if Congress will
—1,718,163.08
Skokie, Illinois
Other Assets.
Real Estate
1.878,589.95
bring the bill to a vote. Surely the equitable way to de
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1955
Mortgage Loans on
fray postal costs is to assess the charges against users
Total Assets.
811.466.062.78 Bonds.
$7,232,881.35
Real Estate.
429.544.27
rather than indiscriminately against the taxpayers in
Stocks,
1 273 530.00 Cash and Bank De
LIABILITIES. SUR PLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
Cash and Bank Degeneral.
6.119 619.92
Reserve for Losses.
$1,100,956.42
posits.
1.371 844.72 Agents Balances or Un
Postal costs are up 106 per cent since 1932. Yet firstReserve for Loss AdjustOther Assets,
20.796.516. .70
collected Premiums, 7.872.066.61
class rates remain the same as-they were 24 years ago.
131.443.65
ment Expenses.
Other Assets,
462.495.18
second-class rates are up only three per cent since 1932
Reserve for Unearned
Total Assets.
$30,674,772.77
and third-class rates have increased only 38 per cent.
3.433,800.05 UABILITfES. SURPLUS. ETC.
Premiums.
Total Assets.
$61,539,252.03
130 072.67
Reserve for Taxes.
Even the most intensive streamlining and efficiency ef
DEC. 31. 1955
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
435,727.23 Reserve for Losses.
AU Other Liabilities.
$117,083.00
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
fort cannot correct this imbalance. First-class mail, for
Reserve for Loss AdjustReserve for Losses. $11,400,283.03
example, does not return its fair share of postal expenses.
$5 232.000.02
Total Liabilities.
ment Expenses.
22.047.00 Reserve for Loss AdjustThe cost of handling the average piece of first-class mail
Special Surplus Funds ReReserve for Unearned
1.266,704.78
ment Expenses.
exceeds three cents. The increases Mr. Summerfield
serve for Contin
Premiums.
21.858,491.49 Reserve for Unearner
$734,062.76 Reserve for Taxes,
gencies.
asks—to four cents for regular mail and seven cents for
1.000.558.83
Premiums.
16.587,477.98
Capital Paid Up or StatuAll Other Liabilities,
390.00 Reserve for Taxes.
713.363.20
air mail—would shift more of thc proportionate burden to
1.500,000.00
tory Deposit.
All Other Liabilities. 14.787 225 33
business users.
Unassigned Funds
Total Liabilities,
$22,999,570.32
Much the same situation pertains in second-class mail,
4.000.000.00 Capital Paid Up.
(Surplus).
$1,000,000.00
Total Liabilities.
$44,755,054.32
which consists of newspapers and magazines, and thirdUnassigned Funds,
6.675.202.45 Capital Paid Up or
class mail, which is mostly advertising. Fortunately, more
Surplus as Regards
Statutory Dcinosit.
$2,000,000.00
$6,234,062.76
Policyholders.
Policyholders. Sur
Unaanigned Funds
and more publishers have recognized the propriety of an
pills.
$7,675,202.45
(Surplus).
14.784.197.71
increase in second-class rates—an increase which still
$11,466,062.78
Total.
would not reflect the full distributed cost. Times have
30-S-36
Total,
$30,674,772.77
Surplus as Regards
changed drastically since the days w’hen low second-class
33-S-39
Policyholders.
$16,784,197.71
ALLSTATE INSURANCE
rates were regarded as a necessary subsidy for the diffu
COMPANY
MUTUAL
BENEFIT
HEALTH
sion of information.
Total.
$61,539,252.03
Skokie, Illinois
AND ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION
33-S-39
Even if all thp requested increases were granted, there
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Omaha, Nebraska
will still be a deficit estimated at $63 million. But that will
Bonds,
$202,458 837.33
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1955
FARM BUREAU MUTUAL
be a tremendous improvement over a deficit now nearly
Stocks.
67.409.690.58 Bonds,
$113,333,470.95
INSURANCE COMPANY
Real Estate Owned.
8 913.762.66 Stocks.
31.968.791.19
Conco-d. New Hampshire
eight times that amount. Legislators can save themselves
Cash and Bank De
Cash and Bank D* ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1955
further worry by approving the proposal for an independent
posits.
9,074.383.43
posits.
16.544 624.29 Bonds.
$2,416 040.12
commission to set rates in the future with broad congres
Agents Balances or UnAgents Balances or Un
Storks.
10.585.00
sional guidance Artificially low postal rates such as now
collected Premiums. 2,777.360.17 Real Estate Owned
collected Premiums. 41 948.981.34
34 222.65
prevail merely kid the taxpayer.
Other Assets.
1.95s.692.63 Other Assets,
657.4O5.6C Cash and Bank Deposits.
544,853.48
To*xl Amts,
$165,281,652.20 Other Assets.
Total Asscta.
$331 764 347.97
24.178.38
Willard Prase, will attend.
There’s a spread of about 14 to
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS ANU
Others going in thr two square 19 cents a dozen between the price
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 195'
Tbtfcl A.--'<3 02P.X79.63
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1951
INABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
dance sets include Mr. and Mrs. poultrymen in Maine receive for Reserve for Losses. $90,377,088.35 Reserve for Ix>sses. $62 188.273.46
Reserve
for
Losa
Adjust

OTHER
FUNDS.
DEC
31. 1955
Edwin Webber. Mr. and Mrs. eggs at the farm and what home Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
766.099.32 Reserve for Ixtsses
$493,830.57
ment Expenses.
17.292 905 00
makers
pay
for
them
at
the
retail
Lawrence Blood. Mr. and Mrs.
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Loss AdjustReserve for Unearned
Milton Rollins. Mr. and Mrs. A. store.
Premiums,
32.514.181.05
ment Expenses,
84.850.24
Premiums.
105.637.388 69
3.641 206.02 p,.o,rvr for Unearned
Reserve for Taxes.
16.703 670.78 Re.-eive for Taxes.
Lawrence Pease and Mr. and Mrs.
Premiums.
380.721.34
3.662.823.09
All Other Liabilities. 28.895.370.67 All Other Liabilities,
Franklin Howard.
Reserve for Taxes.
59 122.41
The couples are members of the
Total L’abilties. $102,772,582.94 All Other Liabilities.
29.503.01
Total LiabiHties. $258 906 423.49
MILLER'S
Special Surplus
Capital Paid Up or
Rockland Square Riggers Club, an
Total Liabilities.
$1,048,027.57
Funds.
$16,750,000.00
Statutory Deposit. $3.0(X).000.00
GARAGE
organization for the cultivation fo
Unas»«igned Funds
Unasisigned Fiind<s
Unatwigned Funds
the fine art of square dancing,
(Surplus),
1.981,852.06
(Surplus).
45.759.069.26
(Surplus),
69.857.924.18
The Best Place Te
that meets at the Rockland Com
Bay
a
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
munity Building every
other
Policyholders,
$1,981,852.06
Policyholders.
$62,509,069.26
Policyholders,
$72,857,924.48
6000 USED CAB
ThuriMiay.
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Fish and Game

N

E

PSHIR

Massachusetts

SURPLUS AND

Owned.

posits.

85-81 BaiUi Street
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

Total,

$331,764 347.97
33-S-J9

Total,

$165,281,652.20
33-S-39

Total,

$3,029,879.63
33-3-39
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THEY KNOW WHERE THEY'RE GOING Strongly Com

TALK OF THE TOWN

By REV. EDWARD T. BARRAM tion, the boy repeated the verse to mends Tyler On
OE THE
himself and turned his back on
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
the evil he was about to do.
Brown Trout Stand
Miss Charotte Brackett, daugh
This Christian judge has seen
Coming Events
Judge Edward J. Griffiths is the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George
March 21, 1956
first 'hand how quickly sin can
[Social and community events Brackett of Rockland, led the youngest Common Pleas judge in
ruin a life. He tells of a 28 year Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
are solicited (or this calendar All junior class at the University of Philadelphia. A young appearing
R. Waldo Tyler’s recent article
are free and space here cannot be I Maine recently in examinations . man of 45. with hazel eyes and old man. highly decorated in
purchased. Strictly commercial for the Milton Ellis Prize in Eng- ! slightly graying curly brown hair, World War 11. with an I Q. of on brown trout, came as a very
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
140. who began to drink after he
pleasant surprise to many. Hav
i as Judge of Common Pleas Court returned
cannot be accepted. The decision lish.
from the war. Soon he
-------i
No.
1.
First
Judicial
District
of
of the editor is final ]
was living in a Skid Row dirtric* ing been tabbed more or less of a
The office of the city welfare I Pennsylvania. which comprises
March 26-27 — Kiwanis Better
of Philadelphia. Then one day he radical, because of my views on
Homes Show. Rockland Com director has seven items of sur the City of Philadelphia, he hears came home to raid his mother's
the present methods of stocking
both
civil
and
criminal
cases,
the
munity Building.
plus government food which will
March 29-30—Maine State Society be distributed to eligible persons civil cases involving $2,500 or ice box. His half .sister was ther?. fish, and differing with the State
he attack'd her. choked her. and
DAR at Eastland Hotel, Port
biologists on suitable waters for
at 9 a. m. Monday. The Welfare more.
left her dead.
Judge Griffiths.
land.
office is located in the city build
He sits alone in civil cases and hearing
case w th tw0 othcr certain fish. I am gratified to see i
March,30—Good Friday.
ing on Spring street.
criminal cases, including first de- jurists on a first degree murder someone of Waldo’s calibre come
April 1—Easter Sunday
April 16-21—The 65th Annual Con
grcc murder cases where the plea plea of gu,iltv wa9 amazed as he up with a protest.
tinental Congress of the Nation
If the State Fish and Game De
The Marine Corps will have a is not guilty and a jury is em- hcard him beg fo,. ..merey thc
al Society, DAR. Washington, display of Corps small arms at the
panelled. A jury trial can be de- niercy of oblivjon, givp mP thc partment take the brown trout
D. C.
away from the fishermen on the
Better Homes Show at the Com manded in any case. However, in cbajr
April 19—Patriots Day.
Such cases arp a„ jn a day.g coast, it may well ring down the
April 26—Country Fair at Com munity Building Monday and a first degree murder trial where
munity Building, auspices Knox Tuesday. In addition. Marine re the defendant pleads guilty, two work for Gl.iff;ths lt u his duty curtain on fishing in this area.
Hospital Auxiliary.
cruiters will show, at intervals, other judges join him and they sit to mete out justice as prescribed They have already told us that
April 36—Rubinstein Club Spring
Concert at Congregational two reels of movies on the Corps, j without a jury to determine the by the laws of the State of Penn we have very little water suitable
degree of guilt and the punishment sylvania.
Church.
He pities those who for salmon, so use that as a good
July 13-14—Broiler Festival at
The Lamplighters, famous Cen to be imposed, usually death or stand guilty before him. And day reason not to give us more salmon.
Belfast.
tral Maine Power Company sing life imprisonment.
by day as he passes out sentences, Salmon or trout will lay over the
ers, will be featured on the pro
Griffiths, with such terrific re he is deply thankful that because cold spring holes during hot
Miss Susie Hahn. 71. of Warren gram of the Maine Seafoods Fes
sponsibilities. is grateful that he he has settled things on earth with weather, and I sincerely believe
was treated at Knox County Gen tival Sunday afternoon Aug. 5.
knows Jesus Christ as his own God he will not have to stand that the reason our salmon fish
eral Hospital Friday morning for
personal Savior, and can come te before that Great Judge at the ing has run out on the coast is
an injury to her right little fin
BORN
Him for devine wisdom and help. awful trial of the wicked spoken because of the prolonged drought
ger received when her right hand
I’eavey—At Gould s Maternity when a young boy of 12. his moth- of in Revelation 20. As a Christian we had. that deprived the fish of
was jammed in a car door. She Home. South Hope. March 19. to „
him a Bib|e fQr
he can say here and now with the suitable
spawning
conditions.
Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Peavey of
was released following treatment.
Montville. a son-Richard Larry. mas- Through daily reading of this Apostle Paul, “There is, therefore, Maybe there aren’t enough salmon
Stred—At Knox Hospital. March Book he learned God’s plan of now no condemnation to them to stock the coastal region lakes,
Better Homes Show 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stred. salvation and opened his boyish which are in Christ Jesus . . . (Ro but if there are, isn’t it logical to
Jr., of Warren, a daughter.
heart to the Lord.
mans 8:1).
imagine that if we could get a
(Continued From Page One)
.Moore — At
Knox Hospital.
.
.....
.
March 23. to
Mr. and Mrs. At-' As a Jud«e’ therp 18 1,ttle that
salmon stocking program under
Hammond organ.
Last minute news writing was way that they would make a
he can do to help those who come
A late entry in the field of en wood Moore ofWaldoboro, a son.
Kinney — At
Knox Hospital, before him. In his official capa- made easy late Friday afternoon come-back? Smelts are pretty
tertainment, The United States
March 21, to Mr. and Mrs. James city, he rarely has opportunity to when a two car collision involving
fussy about the water they live in.
Marine Corps will have an exhibit
Kinney of Thomaston, a daughter, talk directly with a prisoner con- minor property damage occurred
Seems as though a salmon would
of the latest type of small arms
Johnson — At Knox Hospital.. cerning his soul’s salvation. On
on the sidewalk in front of The live where a smelt would.
and infantry weapons and will March 22, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
occasion he is able to give good Courier-Gazette office. A car op
I have yet to catch a brown
vary this with occasional films Johnson, a daughter.
Foster—At Bath Memorial Hos advice.
erated by Marguerite L. Marsh of trout that would weigh over two
depicting life in the Marine Corps.
Once in a robbery case involving 78 Talbot avenue, traveling north
pital, March 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
pounds and a half, but have been
Add to this Lew Spencer’s best Donald Foster of Bowdoinham three teen-age fellows, he had op
refreshments, and a good time for (Barbara. Me Brine formerly of portunity to talk briefly with one on Main street hooked the front with different parties that have
bumper of a parked car owned by caught large ones and have seen
Rockland) twin daughters, Kim
all is assured.
of the defendants. Even though
Frank K Adams of Bowdoinham, them caught up to seven and oneOne of the most pleasant side Loretta and Karen Leigh.
found guilty by the jury, the boy
sending it up onto the sidewalk half pounds, and have seen them
lights of the show is to be found
hadn’t been positively identified,
DIED
barely missing the large front caught with everything from a
in tbe program booklet prepared
Nash—At Waldoboro, March 21, Judge Griffiths felt, and he re
by Kiwanis for the event. The in- Mrs. Angelia Nash, age 87 years. leased him but not before giving windows of The Courier office. large gob of night-crawlers to that
aide front cover bears this dedi Funeral services today at 2 p. m. godly advice. “Remember, Son. Minor damage to the right rear little yellow flatfish, which seems
cation. to which we need not add: at Waltz FuneTal Home. Waldo regardless of my decision, if you fender of the Marsh vehicle was to be the best to catch them with.
boro, with Rev. Robert Plummer
The hooks being so small, you are
"The Kiwanis Club wishes te officiating. Entombment in Ger are really guilty you must answer noted.
to the Almighty.
more apt to lose the fish than you
extend to one of its most faithful man Protestant Cemetery.
Occasionally a word such as he
are to get him in the net. The
members. Everett Blethen. its I Phlnney—At Rockland, March
Mrs. Mildred Phinney of gave this teen-ager can be used
rougher it is on the lake the bet
thanks for his work in preparing I 22.
Thomaston, age 58 years. Funeral to bring a man to Christ. While VINALHAVEN
ter the browns seem to bite, and
this program booklet.
arrangements being made with practicing law he handled a case
PATRICIA DUNCAN
don’t let anyone tell you the
"Everett, a patient at Knox Russell Funeral Home.
Correspondent
for
a
certain
young
man.
A
re

browns won't put up a battle afteT
Hospital for 14 weeks at the time
Martin — At Amherst. Mass.,
Tel. 172
the season has progressed to
he undertook thc sales of the ad March 18. Miss Mary A. Martin, mark that this Christian judge
warmer waters. In my book he
vertising. sold all advertising and formerly of East Liberty, age 66 made, along with help from a
years.
Funeral services
held godly chaplain, resulted in this
Chest x-rays, siponsored by thc
made arrangements for the book Thursday in
Amherst.
Mass. young man becoming a Christian Health Council, were started Wed will give you all you want and
then some.
from his hospital bed, using a Burial at South Montville in the
while serving his prison term.
nesday evening at Dr. Earle's of
Mr. Tyler mentions Georges
telephone installed by Kiwanis spring.
Griffiths
recently
declared: fice and will continue on Wednes
River as a good place to stock
especially for the task.
“The crime situation in this coun day evenings for the remainder of
CARD OF THANKS
brown trout. I’ll agree with him
"As long as Kiwanis has men
I wish to take this opportunity try ought to cause every Christian the year. Those participating will and go one better. I think it
like Everett, its work with chil to thank my relatives, friends,
to pause. Last year, 20 billion dol be notified of the date they arc te
would be a wonderful river to
dren and charity programs will neighbors and Catholic Women’s lars was spent on crime, in its
be x-rayed.
stock. I think tliey would thrive
not falter.
Club for the nice cards, letters, prevention and in losses result
The VII Club met with Mrs.
flowers, fruit, gifts sent to me
there, and produce fast fishing. A
The Rockiand Kiwanis Club.”
For every dollar Lucy Skoog on Thursday evening.
during my stay at the hospital. ing from it.
good trip to fish GeoTges River
given
to
churches
and
missionary
Special
guests
were
Miss
Gladys
I also w’sh to thank the nurses
LEGAL NOTICE
and Dr. Morse.
work, $10 is spent on crime. For Dyer and Mrs. Elizabeth Roberts. on a Sunday—put your boat in at
To Whom It May Concern:
the Middle Bridge at Warren by
Mrs. Israel Snow.
every dollar spent on education, Lunch was served.
The Selectmen. Town of Friend 36-lt
ship. County of Knox. State of
$1.82 is spent on crime.”
Mrs. Josephine McDonald has Chester Wallace’s farm, and make
IN MEMORIAM
Maine, hereby give notice that
He believes that there has been returned home from Knox Hospi that journey up the river through
Willie E. Wotton has petitioned
In memory of Leonard Swears,
a failure on the part of parents tal where she was a surgical pa White Oak Pond, Seven Tree
said Tcwn for a permit to erect who died March 25, 1952.
Pond, up to Round Pond. Troll
a Weir to extend approximately Our Heavenly Father reached out and others dealing with young tient.
all the way up. You might be
and grasped
people to stress the “thou shall
four hundred (400) feet NorthChurch NeWs
Northeast from the Northeast The hand of our wonderful Dad.
surprised at what you might hang
nots’’ of God’s Word. “God’s
point of Cranberry Island, to And took him home to that won commandents should be indelibly
Palm Sunday morning Rev. W. on to. I have as yet to get one
derful land
ward Long Island < Meduncook i
Stackhouse will sipeak on “Tlie on that trip, but one of these days
impressed on young people,” he
will not interfere with thorough Leavimg us lonely and sad.
Seven Words". This will be a spe it will pay off. Maybe if enough
asserts.
He
recalls
a
judge
in
a
fare between islands.
That vacant place at the table,
Hearing on such petition will That empty rocking chair.
midwestern state remarking that cial service of hymn, prayer and fishermen fished Chickawaukie
take place at the place of business How many times we seem to see of some 8,000 young people ap meditation. Doria R. Arey and Lake or Alfords Lake, it would
of Eugene H Brown. Friendship, Our dear Dad sitting there.
pearing before him only 42 reg Flora Brown will sing “The yield some mighty fine hefty
Maine, at Eight O'clock in the Yes we have missed him these
ularly
attended Sunday School. Palms". Mont Arey will present brown trout, and the results might
Forenoon on the twenty-sixth day
past four years
This
judge
went on to say that a clarinet sole. "Andarte" first read like Branch Lake at Ells
It
’
s
hard
to
believe
that
he
’
s
gone
of March, in the year of our Lord,
1956, at which time ail persons And though we are simil’ng Christ is able to help young with concert by Weber. The choir will worth for early spring fishing.
sing the anthem, "Open The
having interest in said petition
through our vale of tears stand temptation.
I would like to see the fishermen
will appear.
Te grief of our loss lingers on.
One of Judge Griffiths’ favorite Gate of the Temple’’.
in this area get solidly behind a
Wife, children and their fami
LUTHER S. WOTTON.
At
the
Vesper
Service,
the
pas

36-lt texts is Proverbs 1:10: “My son.
TAUNO HENDRICKSON. lies.
program, for this brown trout and
if sinners entice thee, consent thou tor will speak on "Conquerors salmon stocking, and I make a
MAURICE T. HALL.
Selectmen.
not.’’ He believes that remem Through The Ages".
motion that R. Waldo Tyler spear
TOO L'ATE TO CLASSIFY
Town of Friendship.
brance of these words can work
36-lt
For social items in The Courier- head a concerted drive in this di
UNFURN. 4 mom apartment to wonders in the face of temptation.
rection. Congratulations, to the
let. Main St., location overlooking He remembers a boy a t college who Gazette, phone 770, City.
writer of Out doors Around Knox
harbor. TEL. 1995 for details.
was tempted by another boy to do
County,
for
his
enlightening
36-38 an atrocious thing.
This boy’s
column.
That Generations
father had given him this verse
Very truly yours,
to help him in times of special
Every Monday
to Come may
Carleton Ripley,
need. In the face of that temptaHOMES FOR FUNERALS
Rtmen’btr
Rockland.

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

Captain John S. Blank, 3rd, Spins A Yarn
And Makes A Promise

TrrtTTtfl,
1
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THOMASTON

558 Main St.

22 Knox St.

PUBLIC PARTY

Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Post, American Legion

Leah Davis Brooks

M AVERICK STREET

Serving Knox County eince 1875
55-tf

■IM'.!.

TIME: 7.30 to 10.30
FREE BUS FROM
WOOD’S TAXI STAND
At 7 O’clock To and From
the Party

.ifluMiimiP'*

Will Open New

DODGE-PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

Plant April 2

First Choice Used Cars
rockland
BU MAIN 8T.
TEL. 720
104-tf

$

I
I

BURPEE

I

SAYS ARTHUR GODFREY

Funeral Home

»

C. B. S. TV Sets

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

J

Give You More of the Best

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■

Than All the Rest

TEL. 390
HO LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Houghton-Arnold

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
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McLOON'S
11 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, .MAINE
TELEPHONE 1510

|

famaiy •nooo-

(Yient, your choice a oo«
only ior your litetime. but
lor jrneratx.ns lo conic. Wc an
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our «nde selection of Rock
ot Ages family monuments. Facb a
backed bo a signed guarantee to
you. puur hew or yoor descendants.

34-36

Chester Brooks

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

l-tf|

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 73 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. 2151

Kaex-Lineela-WeMe Ceunttaa

t-S-V

The Houghton - Arnold Machin
ery Co., dealers in Caterpillarbuilt equipment in Maine, is mov
ing, according te a recent an
nouncement by R. H. Houghton
president, and D. Duncan Arnold
treasurer, of the firm.
Formerly located at 26 Warren
avenue, the company will open for
business April 2. at 59 Presumpscot street. Portland, former site
of the East Deering shop of the
Canadian
National
Railways
Triple the size of their former
quarters, their new facilities WiU
enable them to handle their in
creasing business more easily.
Floor area of their new quar
ters measures 51.000 square feet,
10.000 of which will be utilized by
the Parts Department, 25,000 by
the Service Department, 9000 by

01

, anta, »

M.irfl..

rf Orf

for rrompt, Courteous Service

Tel. 240 or 7S4

*

watchman; center, "Ollie" Bib
ber, chief engineer, and the in
domitable Mr. Maginnls, mate. I
always remember an incident—
perhaps unprintable — which oc
curred on the Belfast. Lawrence
McCormack was standing in
exactly the same position coming
into Bucksport. It was a beauti
ful day. and Sunday; with light
New England airs making the
docking side the windward one.
Mr. McCormack, the mate, was
all dressed up in his newest uni
form as he would see hls family
when the boat docked at Winterport.
As we approached the
wharf at Bucksport, a stewardess
on the saloon deck dumped a padl
full of the collections of you can
guess what, over the windward
rail. It sprayed the poor mate,
who took off over the rail and up
the outside vertical ladder to chas
tise the stewardess. It was nice
to see Sam Norris on the Walter
Ross, and many other vessels
which I have seen or boarded
either on business or as a passen
ger, I notice with great interest
that some of the pictures are very
old and although damaged, have
been reproduced.
Perhaps later you would like
to reprint the Bangor Line chap
ter from my own work which will
be entitled either "Out Of Bos
ton," or "Eastport To Hatteras.”

This proposed endeavor is a col
lection of coastwise memories
from 1923 to 1941, on the Eastern,
and other lines I worked for. It
is not about myself, but the ships
and crews. The Bangor Line, and
the last year of the City of Ban
gor, on the Boston-Portiand-Boothbay Line, as well as Calvin Austin.
Saint John to St. John. I should
appreciate permission to state in
the Foreword, that I feel that the
Penobscot and Maine Coast be
longs to you, and that my book is
but one small page in history of
maritime Maine which you have
already so ably recorded in
Steamboat Lore.
May I say here how thoroughly
I enjoy the masterly steamboat
yarns by Captain Scott.
I am happy to have stirred
pleasant memories, which
in
themselves are my reason for de
siring to write my own.
Kindest regards to yourself,
grand old Rockland and Tillson's
Wharf, where the best steamboats,
steamboat men and down to earth
people once met over a bowl of
Mrs. Colomy's chowder.
Sincerely
John S. Blank 3rd.
IA request has gone forward te
today’s guest author to send us
at his early convenience, the Ban
gor Line chapter of his book
"Eastport To Hatteras."—Ed.l

offices, and 7000 for storage, age, handling and shipping. Lift
There are also 12 acres of land, trucks will be used to distribute
According to company officials, > parts throughout the area, and the
this means that Houghton-Arnold I most modern type of lifting and
has the largest operation for sales hoisting will be employed in the
and service of earthmoving and plant. A new Hyster crane has
heavy equipment in the east, only | also been added, as well as a new
excepting New York City.
j Dynamometer, which tests both
The area devoted to offices has I new and rebuilt engines
The firm specializes in serving
been completely remodeled. It is
panelled in natural wood, and ac- the needs of many Maine indus
coustlcal ceilings and fluorescent tries. Among these are the fields
lights have been installed. There j of tol«inS- contracting, and agriis a reception room, a large main cu,ture' “ weU »»
marine inoffice area, a private conference ! dustry. municipalities, and vari-

10.30.
Parents and children are
ured to attend these services.

What a thrill it was te open up

the cover of "Steamboat Lore Of
The Penobscot" and see the Bel

fast in all her grace, turning, to

back in to India Wharf? Captain
A. E. Rawley on the adjoining
page looks so natural that I ex
pected him to smile, and speak.
He was one of the most polite
captains I have ever sailed with.
He was my first, and most re
spected one, as well. 1 can see
him now going through the ship
from hurricane deck to glory hole,
and hawse pipes te after cabin,
every night, either off Thatchers
or going down Whitehead Passage.
Every member of his crew re
spected him and he always greet
ed everyone with a smile—which
seemed to have the greatest af
fect. It spoke of what the inner
man expected respect; proper
and careful performance of duty;
sobriety and cleanliness.
The picture on Page 166 of the
Camden, is for me the best action
shot in the book. I can hear the
deck gypsy strain and the line
crack over the hoarse exhaust of
the steam. Those were the days?
A guess at the three men in the
guard rail are: tallest, "Sully,'

room. as well as private sales °us °ther uaera
Dleael Peered
offices.
Houghton-Arnold’s tele- hcavy
equipment.
Houghton
phone system Is just as modem ArnoId » unlf>u® ln U>® f«ct that
and up-to-date as its quarters. The it now has. as wpII as an Indoor
exchange requires a separate showroom for new equipment, an
room 10 by 14 feet in size. This Indoor showroom for used equip
is the center of the firm's com ment. There is also a large lot
plete inner circuit system and Its adjoining, where other used equip
ment will be displayed.
12 outside trunk lines.
Officials of Houghton Arnold,
Modern machinery will play a
which employs 120 people through
large part in making the office
out the State of Maine, also an
work easier and more efficient.
nounced that ground has been
Electric typewriters, electric book
zroken in preparation for a com
keeping machines, sales control
plete branch office at Bangor.
equipment, and a new Kardex sys
tem to simplify thc stocking of
the firm’s 14,000 different parts |
Tenants Harbor
items, have been installed.
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
The parts and service areas j
Correspondent
have an entirely new reinforced [
Telephone 69
concrete floor, eight inches thick. ;
The building, which has ceiling. | Mj. and Mrs. Ernest Eaton and
22 feet high, has been sandblast- Mr and Mra
CoIson of
ed; walls have been repainted, I LOn,g Cove, visited recently with
and new doors installed.
j ^rg Eaton’s mother who is a surWith thc addition of new trucks gieal patient at tihe Mik’s Memowhich were specially designed for ' rial Hospital at Damariscotta,
on-the-job service, Houghton-ArnThe Tenants Harbor Baptist
old’s fleet of trucks and cars now Church announces that it will
numbers 30. In the plant service j start a Junior Church Sunday,
area there is a new track rolling which will be in session during
unit which rolls tracks for stor- ! the regular morning service at

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦-rf
v

_ ’WANTED —

♦
BOAT LISTINGS
I USED MARINE EQUIPMENT
4 Anchors, tanks, engines, ran-1
j ning lights, port lights, steering I

| wheels, bells, compasses, oars, (
| horns, etc.
1

I RED JACKET MARINE SALES
t
ROCKIiAND. MAINE

k>

(At Snow Murine Basin,
P. <). Box 801)
Open 8-4
Closed Mondays ,

handy to
SHOPflNO * THIATMS
SUIWATS • HISTORIC
\
SITES * BUSINESS
DISTRICTS
MODERN • COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably Priced!
CHILDREN UNDER 14 ... NO CHARGB
BARKING AVAILABLE

INTIMATI COCKTAIL LOUMGO
Eileen Sutherland at tho
Hammond Organ

LOANS
'

PAYSON TAXI
{

Box 904,
Thousand Island Park. N. Y.
March 13, 1956.
Dear Steamboat Editor:—

*25/50/100 ZM2M

CALL

1

This is the action shot mentioned by Captain Blank as Jay Allen’s camera caught the Camden being
yarned into Tillson’s Wharf against a strong tide and stiff wind.

DAVIS

ROCKLAND

H:l

*

O* 1fo,n

Hmc

or other plant

Otby

! "OI,EY l" 1

,

■

Choose jour own w»y to ropay ... Toko up
to 24 months.
-ewM

"Lib mariaca at no aU'lMMl c«t *hrw|t tho
John Hancock Motul Lita Insurance Cotnawr "

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND
Phone: 1720

TRIMONT ANO BOYLSTON STOOTS

Hr MF
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NORTH WALDOBORO

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE

RM SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* la thia column not to exceed three Unea lnaerted
(or M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional Unea It
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five
•mall words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads’* so called, L e- advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 15 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best resnlta.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without tbe cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to t

Mrs. Laura Mank wss Saturday
night guest of Mr. and Mr.-. Vic
tor Ghighl.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith, Jr.
and family were guests Sunday of
his parent?. Mr. and Mr?. Harold
Smith.
Mrs. Laura Mank was dinner
guest Sunday of Maude Mank.
Recent overnight
guests of
Rev. and Mra. LeRoy Curtis were
Rev. and Mra. Willis Walker and
daughter Mary Alyce of West
Southport
Mrs. Leroy H. Curtis is visiting
this week in Boston.
Eddie and Teddy Genthner were
guests on Saturday of Mr. and
Mrs. Merlin Eugley.

WARREN
MTSS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office

County’ Poultry Improvement As
sociation announce a meeting,
Tuesday, March 27 at White Oak
Grange Hall at 7.30 p. m. Dr.
Wiley of Whitrnoyer Laboratories
will discuss poultry disease prob
lems and their control. Thc no
tice ends with “Free Refresh
ments.
Mr. and Mis. Charles Pea.se are
both on the mend, after lx*ing con
fined to their home the past few
weeks.
A group of Pilgrim Fellowship
members attended the State Pil
grim Fellowship meeting held in
Augusta at the South Parish Con
Friday. Mrs.
Anne Johnston and Mrs. Carol
Berry were the chauffeurs.
Mrs. Richard Butier, son Randy
and nephews Dana and David
Pease and Mrs. Harry Hartford,
are spending several days at Har
rington as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Huntley.

The Star Circle, will meet Tues
day afternoon with Mrs. Esther
Starrett.
The annual meeting of the War
ren Health Council was held Wed*nesdav afternoon a't the Auxiliary’
hall
Mr?. E'tifr-r Long, health
nurse was in attendance. Planning
was begun for the annual meeting
of District Three Health Coun
cil which will meet, here in the
fall.
Officers re-elected were:
Cha ii man. Mrs. Josephine Moody;
FOUND
SALE
For social items in The Courier vice chairman, Mrs. Ernestine In
NEW
Right
Grey
Fabric Glove Gazette. Phone 770. City.
graham; secretary-treasurer, Mf^>
WHITE Magee Gas and Oi'
range, 4 burner, for sale, just like lost on Main or School streets,
Beatrice Parent. Transportation
Rockland,
on
Thomaston
hus
or
new. 11 LIMEROCK ST.. T. l. 1736.
chairman. Mrs. Elso Kigel; com
36*38 Knox or Main streets in Thomas-,
mittee for thc monthly clinics,
ton. Tel. THOM. 154 .
36’lt
MAGEE Combination gas and
ON Rt. 1. Motel Site. 900 ft. on Mis. Marion Smith, Mrs. Mary
FOUND: Male Tan and White highway for sale. 5 rm. house with
oil stove, for sale, new coil and
Warren Baptist Church
burner. TEL. 1976.
_____ 36-38 adult collie. Under dog law. TEL. bath, new garage, new artesian Perry. Mrs. Flora Bowden; pre
Palm Sunday March 25. Sun
1690.
35-37 well 70 acres of land. Price $6,500. school clinics. Mis. Geraldine
ADDING Machine for sale,
day morning service, 10 a. m. Rev.
Kinney, Mrs. Eleanor Amos; den
SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO
slightly used, almost new. Write
Ster’ing Helmer will have for his
Dorothy Dietz. Camden 2117 or tal clinics. Mrs. Greta Pecce. Mrs.
EJ
C/0 THE
COURIER-GA
8897.
36-lt Annie Lehto. Mis. Ernestine In topic .‘A Look and A Memory.”
ZETTE.
36*38
WE repair and servica all
IN Rockport on Route 1, six graham; school clinics, Mrs. Mar The choir will sing the anthem
TWO Female R-bbits for sa'e. makes of sewing machines and
Tel. THOMASTON 95-2____ 36-11 vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW room house for sale, 31*? acres, tha Campbell. Mrs. Beatrice Par •‘Jerusalem He Cometh,” Van
mountain vie«w. $3,200. F. H.
Woert. Mrs. Chester Wyllie and
395 Main WOOD, Court House, Rockland.
ent. Mrs. Mild-red Gammon.
GIRL’S spring coat size 3 lor ING MACHINE CO.,
Mrs. Leroy Norwood will do an or
sale also boy's spring coat size 5 street. Rockland, Tel. 1724. 8-tf
36-lt
Mrs. Lloyd Maxey is a surgical gan and piano duet. “Palms of
and boy’s sport eoat size 14. TEI,. TroSIC Lessons, Trumpet, Trom
House: Centrally
565-M.
36*38 bone, Clarinet, Saxophone and located, 5 min. walk to center oi patient, at Knox Hospital.
Glory.” Nolte. Church Sehool at
Mrs. Earl Gammon was gues-t of 11. Evening serviee at 7 p. m.,
GREY Thayer Carriage for Accordion. GIFFORDS. Tel. 14* city. 6 rooms and bath on one
121tf side. 5 rooms and bath on thc honor at stork shower at the home
sale. Good condition. TEL. 1004.
the topic “Three meanings of Cal36*38.
of Mrs. Bowdoin Miller, with Mrs. va ry. ’ ’
other. Asking $6,800.
No. 2. North End: 6 rooms and Elden Young., assisting hostess
GIRLS’ Dresses for sale, size 10
TO LET
There will be a Sunday School
bath. 3 bedrooms, living room, Tuesday evening. The gifts were
and 12 yr., also coat size 12 yr.,
teachers’ and officers’ meeting in
other clothing nearly new. TEL.
FOUR Rm. Upstairs apt., un kitchen and dining room, hot air
presented in a prettily decorated the Montgomery Rooms, at 7.30
63-M.
36* lt furn. to let. hath and shower, heat. One car garage. $8500.
Guests present were: p. m. Tuesday.
No. 3. North End: Three apart basket.
REMINGTON Rand“l5”inch car newly decorated, auto. h. w. heat,
36-38 ment house. Needs some repairs. Mrs. Chisie Trone, Mrs. Donald
riage typewriter for sale in ex gas range. TEL. 290-R.
The Wednesday evening prayer
$4000.
cellent condition. $60. TEI,. 497.
Mathews, Mrs. George Martin,
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt. to let,
meeting will be at the home of
No. 4. Centrally Located: Room
36-38 priv. entrance, central location.
ing house, 6 bedrooms, kitchen, Mrs. Carroll Martin, Mrs. Robert Mr. and Mrs. Richard Butler at
EASTER Lillies. Hydrangeas, TEL. 823.
36-38 living room, summer kitchen. 14 Martin, Mrs. Herbert Martin Mrs.
7.30. The March 21 meeting was
azaleas,
gloxinias,
chrysanthe
A Large Sunny
Front baths.
Automatic hot air heat. Gilbert Martin, Mrs. Philip Pease,
mums. rose bushes and fresh cut room to let. Central. TEL. 1031-W.
Steady income property. Price Mrs. Rodney’ Worcester, Mrs. held at the parsonage, instead of
flowers for sale,
moderately
35-3' $8500.
at the Butler home, as before
p-*i"“d for the Easter holiday.
No. 5. Duplex: 6 rooms and bath George Luce, and son Wayne, stated.
FOR RENT
DEAN'S NURSERY.
325 Old
HOSPITAL Beds. Folding Wheel each side. Modern kitchen. Gar Mrs. Charles Berry. Mrs. Roland
A choir rehearsal is called for
County Rd., Tel. 948.
36-tf
chairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME age. This house is in excellent Berry. Mrs. Willis Berry, Mrs. 3 o’clock at the church Sunday aft
MACHINE LATHE for sale. SUPPLY CO.. 579-589 Main St., repair inside and out and in fine
Henry Conary Mrs. Fred George ernoon.
Tel. CAMDEN 502.
35-37 Rockland. Me.
12-S-t location. Asking price $12,500.
Miss Helen Perry, Mrs. Benjamn
Venetian Blinds-W’indow Shades
No.
6.
Broadway:
3
bedroom
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let
Second Congregational Church
Perry, Mrs. Benjamin Perry, Mrs.
Made To Fit Your Windows
home
with
bath
up.
Kitchen,
liv

private bath, heat. elec, stove ond
Church School at 9 a. m. Church
ing
room,
dining
room
and
den
All Styles and Colors
Edgar
Bowman.
Mrs.
Neil
Col

refrigerator. TEL. 1568.
35-tf
Free Estimates — Call
down. Hot water heat. Hardwood burn, Miss Sally Norwood. Mrs. service at 10.30 a. m. Rev. Curtis
UNFURN. 3 rooms and bath apt. floors. Garage.
Tel. 939
Guy’ Stimpson, Mrs. Fanny Miller Cady Busby will have for his topic
to
let.
elec,
stove
and
refrig.,
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO
No. 7. Broadway: 6 room house,
“The Light of the World.” Miss
579-589 Main St.
Rockland. Me thermostatic heat, hot water. TEL. 3 bedrooms and bath up Kitchen, and Mrs. Edwin Gammon.
35-37 living room and dining room
136-S-tf 1616.
United Co-operative Farmers Louise Lord will sing for a solo
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart down. Hot air heat.
Hardwood Inc. in conjunction with Knox “Prayer Perfect,” Speaks. The
TRUCK Canopy for GMC pick
Garage
junior choir will sing “Hosanna,”
up for sale, also 2 600x16 T&C ment to let, hot and cold water floors up and down.
snow Hires with wheels;
600x16 supplied. Located in Bicknell $11,000.
Perry.
No. 8. Old County Road:
8
WANTED
tuh»le«s tire; 10” bench saw with Block. Not heated. CHARLES E.
The children of the Sunday
TTCKNELL,
II.
Realtor,
Phone
rooms
and
bath.
Automatic
heat.
1 hp motor and power lawn mow
32-tf Garage.
14 FT. Dory or Rowboat want School are asked to the church,
er. TEL 1014-M.
35*37 1647-W.
No. 9. Warren: 2 apt. house, 5 ed, must be sound, price reason Sunday at 2 p. m. for a rehearsal
SUNNY 3 rm., 1st floor apt. to
COMPLETE Restaurant equip
4 rooms and able. Call 413-M after 6 p. m.
let; fine loc.. bath h&c water, rooms and bath.
for the Easter concert.
ment for sale, tables and chairs
adults, 87 NORTH MAIN ST. 36*38 bath. New plumbing. Hardwood
36*38
included. accomodate 60 people.
The Pilgrim Fellowship meeting
floors. Large barn. 14 acres of
WALLPAPER
Steampr
to
let
by
DRAFT
exempt
man
wanted
to
BERNARD S. BROWN. Friend
land. Beautiful location, only 9 train as future family shoe store will be at the chureh Sunday from
day
or
night.
CARR'S
WALL

ship Tel. TEmple 2-9448. __ 35 37
PAPER AND PAINT CTR., 586 miles from Rockland. A real good manager in local store.
Good 7 to 9 p. m.
LOOSE Hay in barn on Rt. 90
starting salary, hospital and medi
Main street.
24-tf buy at $12,500.
in Warren for sate. TEL. CRestNo. 10. Tenants Harbor: 2 fami cal beneflts given free. 2 weeks
UNFURN. Apt. in Thomaston
wood 4-2816. _________
35*37
ly house, 5 rooms up and 5 rooms paid vacation. Apply to Mr. Mur
to let. four rms. and bath. Stove in
down with 14 baths and automa ray, local manager of Endicott
CURVED Glass China Closet for
kitchen. 19 BREWSTER ST., or
tic heat, hardwood floors. Modern Johnson Shoe store.
sale. Call at 14 CENTRAL ST
36-38
Tel. 1051-R.__________________ 22-tf
kitchens. New plumbing. Artesian
Camden, after 5 p. m.
34-36
SINGLE 3 bedroom bouse ln
UNFURN. 4-rm. apt. to let, with well. Barn attached. Price $10,000.
1952 OI DSMOBILE Sedan for
heat, h&c water, waste removed.
No. 11. Liberty: Poultry farm. good condition wanted at a fair
sale. Call at 5 Pleasant street, or
Adults only, no pets. Inquire in This is a real large one. Capacity price. Private sale, no commis
TEL. 1533.
34-36
person at 8 SUMMER ST.
13-tf over 12.000 birds, all equipped. sion to pay. Let me know what
FORD (1953) four-door V-8 Se
35*37
FURNISHED Apartment to let Artesian well, 150 acres land, half you have. TEL. 1161-M
dan for sale. Excellent condition.
WOMAN wanted between 50 and
Inquire in person at 11 cleared. Includes 6 room house,
Can be seen at SEARS-ROEBUCK, idults.
IAMES STREET
147-tf bath, automatic heat, hot water. 60 years of age to care for
or 60 Main St., Thomaston.
semi-invalid.
Live
in.
TEL
HEATED and Unheated Furn $14,000.
34*36
35*37
No. 12. On U. S. No. 1 Payne TEmple 2-9932.
apts.
to
let,
from
$7
to
$15
a
week.
SEE VS FOR YOU R
Avenue near Park Street: Lot of
LOGS wanted, pine spruce and
Fully
equipped
with
bath,
free
hot
ELECTRICAL NEEDS
ind cold water, some with elec land 325 ft. frontage. 175 ft. deep. hemlock. Roadside or delivered to
stoves rubbish removed free. V In Rockland's fastest growing .sec mill in Camden. KNOX LUMBER
WITH THE
PRODUCTS, Tel. Camden 402.
F STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel. tion. Asking $4800.
No. 13. One of the best trades
142-S-tf
8060 and 172 Broadway. Tel. 1234
1-W In this part of Maine: 200 acres of
YOUNG Girl wanted as waitress,
land 14 miles on black road in 3 meals American plan. Experi
beautiful Camden. View overlooks ence unnecessary. COPPER KET
If it’s Electrical we can get it
lake and hills. Camp with elec TLE. Mrs. French 405-W.
CHICKS
35-37
and install it. Free installation on
tricity and boiling spring water.
CAPABLE Girl or Woman scant
"GIRLS in Trouble—Confidential Pulpwood and hardwood a great
all 1956 GE major appliances
SEX-LINK Chicks
for sale,
bought from us.
Our work is information and practical help by speculation. Owner must sell. Only ed for general housework, live in Ma ne U. S. Approved Pullorum
or
out.
Pleasant
enviroment
and
P----- -n‘"»d.
R F. BLAISDELL trained counsellor. Write o- com
$3800.
Typhoid Clean. Bred for high pro
AND CO., Rockport, Maine, Tel. to GOOD SAMARITAN HOME. 276
No. 14. St. George: Lot of land very good pay. Apply in person. duction. Very’ low mortality. All
32
HILL
STREET.
35-37
State
Street,
Bangor.
Telephone
582. Pascal Ave., Masters Elec.
on black road 150 ft. square with
breeders bought from th-e coun
36*lt building on it. $1000.
WANTED FOR' BUYER, square try’s best breeding stock. All eggs
Lie. No. 482. Open evenings. Our 4902.”
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding
prices lower than all other GE
No. 15. Bargain:
One of the Colonial house near coast or lake, hatched are produced on my farm.
F. H. WOOD Small lots of started chicks avail
Dealers. Heat Electrically — W'e promptly done. All work guaran famous Brown Lee Sportsman’s barn. 100-acres.
35-36 able at times. BYRON MILLS.
Do!
30-44 teed. R. F. and D. R. EATON Cabins, cost over $1900. Almost Court House. Rockland.
35-tf new. All cedar log cabin. Must be ~GEORGE LITTLE. JR~ Car Waldoboro,Maine, Tel. TEmple 2OXYGE,, and Acetylene Cylind Tel. 361-W, Rockland.
35-tf
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de
GETTING ready for Easter? moved off from lot. Will sacrifice. penter and Builder. Repairs re 9334 .
modeling and foundations. Free
murrage? The best deal in town Earn that needed money the Avon $1000.
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine
No. 16. Old County Road: Beau estimates.
Old
County
Rd
on gasea, equipment and supplies. way. Openings in Rockland, Thom
U. S. Apptoved Pullorum typhoid
34*39 clean for sale.
20% discount on all torches and aston. Camden. Union, Washing tiful ranch type home. 2 car gar Thomaston. Tel. 353-2.
An exceptional
regulators. Can be financed. MOR ton. Write MRS. RUSSELL JOHN age, excellent view of bay, quiet
cross for good livability, large
RIS GORDON & SON, Rockland SON, Augusta Rd., Waterville.
location, modern conveniences,
eggs and heavy birds.
DUTCH
33-38 kitchen, dining room, large liv ng
__________________________ 19-tf
STENOGRAPHER WANTED
NECK HATCHERY, Melville W
room
with
fireplace,
den,
4
bed

PROMPT Relief — Piles. Psoria
MARY CUNNINGHAM. Modern
DAVIS, Tel. TEmple 2-9480, Wal
Apply in Writing Tn
sis, Eczema. Chap. “Roberts Re School of Dancing. Ballet. Tap, 2 rooms including guest room with
doboro. Maine.
8-tf
liable Salve”, Effective 65 yrs to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to private entrance. 3 bathrooms, 2
ARTHUR ORNE, Inc.
CLEMENTS WHITE ROCKS —
Satisfaction Guaranteed, 3-1 oz 7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow complete with showers, all hard P. O. BOX 454 ROCKLAND, ME. in great demand for meat produc
cans.-$l 00. Postpaid. ROBERTS er Room. Community Bldg., Rock wood floors, large cellar, forced
36-11 tion. They Eve. grow fast, and
PHARMACY, Lisbon Falls. Maine. land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m h. w. heat, artesian flowing well, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVXXXXXXXXXXXXN have efficient feed conversion—
17*51 every Wednesday at the Wey 294 acres land, high elevation.
SEWING
Instructor
wanted, pullets available for notching egg
mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston Shown by appointment.
FOR sale
good salary. 5-day week, bene production. Maine-U. S. Approved
AUSTIN
I>.
NELSON
and
Ball
Room
every
other
week
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele
fits and paid vacation. Apply at Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks.
Licensed Real Estate Broker
17-tf
scope sights, mounts, ammunition, _______
your SINGER SEWING CENTER White Leghorns. Golden Crosses
P
O
Box
564
TELEPHONE
928
handloading supplies, end other
WELL! WEI.I.! WELL!
and Reds for layers.
Write or
or Tel. 1724 for an appointment.
41
Limerock
Street
shooting accessories
CAMDEN
If it is water vou need, write
31tf phone CLEMENTS CHICKS. INC.,
Rockland, Maine
SPORTING GOODS
(Allan N R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
Route 33, Winterport, Maine. (4)
36-lt
ANTIQUES wanted. Old painted
Forsyth) Sherman’s Point. Phone ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135
pine commodes of all kinds in
Camden 26?5
1-tf Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
good condition. I wil! pay $10 each
plan also available, no down pay
the lift top type. Will also pay
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC ’ ment necessary. Member of New FOR REAL ESTATE for
top prizes for old U. S. coins, anti
England and National Association
firearms, old dolls, church
Yonr
i
1-tf
Austin D. Nelson que
benches and settees. Any quantity.
CAIJ- 928
Write or phone W. J. FRENCH,
41 Umerock St.
Rockland
10 High St., Camden. Maine. 33-tf
PLUMBING and HEATING
148-tf
FREE ESTIMATES
GIRL wanted to train as tele
CnXSnxnSEnnSXXnTd phone
operator. For information
ARTHUR CULLEN
NEW Homes for sale:
Three call UNION 66-2 or UNION 8900
LICENSED PLUMBER
OBOSLEY-BENDIX
12 North St.
Thomaston, Ma bedroom modern homes with view or call in person at Union office
Dealer
of harbor. Large lots at Penbay between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. 30-tf
Tel. 234
MAIN ST
ROCKLAND \
PAINTING and Paperhanging
74-tf Acres. Oak floors, plastered walls
PHONE 721
and ceiling; modern kitchen and Inside and out. all work positivel)
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH? bath. FHA financing—$1600 down. guaranteed. Will furnish material
PIPE FOR SAIF,
Treat Your Home To
Black and galvanized. All sizes, Translations and private German Monthly payments $63.14. See our Work accepted Warren to Camden
9x13
LINOLEUMS
for MFG.
ssfeTreghome.
MORGAN
C. Estimates free
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE model
VAN E RUS
Top Performance
tow
prices.
BICKNELL
CO
nlar flt,
$10______________
95 for $6 95
NORTH
67-tf ELMER. Contractor — Telephone SELL. Phone 676-M
Post Office
UBU
1-tf UPTON, Camden 2088
Sharp, clear TV images; staticEASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
7Stf
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec Rockland 3)9 or Camden 3130 Box 701. Rockland
free radio reception . . . these
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
Thomaston.
1-tf
(evenings)
25-36
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser
watching and listening pleasures
Hne of parakeet foods and mineral 'Jons made for all lines. Giffords
Rockland
Me
89tf
vice.
Ask
for
it
at
your
local
store
are yours when you rely on us
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS.
or at GIFFORD'S, Rockland, Me.
for prompt, efficient service
Mrs Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
and repairs.
___ ___________ _____________
1-tf
8t. Thomaston, Tel. 374.
1-tf Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
Cousens1 Realty
DON’T discard your old or
WINDOWSHADES and BUNDS automatic cleaning
equipment.
Richards
mtlque furniture. Call H. JOHN
Business Opportanltles
for sale, custom made. Call us, Free Inspection and estimates.
NEWMAN for restoring and reCottages, Lots and Dwellings
free installation. Tel. 801.
SEA ■ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
Imshing. 48 Maaonlc St.. Tel. iRadio - Television'
COAST PAINT CO.. 440 Main 3t., owned and operated. Tel. Camden
tl LIMEROCK ST.
1106-M
ltf
Rockiand
1-tf
SALES and SERVICE
[RON Steel Metal, Rage and
TEL 1538
197
MAIN
ST.
THOMASTONl
Batteries
wanted.
Call
123.
The only husband-wife Chief Air Station, Patuxent River, Md.
| Day Phone 151-3 - Nights. 151-3
AeroM from Poet Office
M MORRIS GORDON & SON. Cor.
Warrant Officer combination in They are Mr. and Mrs. Harry
131-S-tfl
153-tf, Leland and Tea Ste., Rockland.
the Navy is stationed at the Naval, Baker.

LOST AND

FOR

REAL ESTATE

Tuuday-Thurtday-Saturdoy

Grade School Musicians Prepare For Concert

gregational Church,

SFPVICFS

No. 1. Duplex

Heated

MISCELLANEOUS

E

EGGS &

SERVICE

I

________ so

Grade School musicians from lour Rockland schools and Rockport gathered for a rehearsal session
with Director Antonio Palleria in preparation for the May 9th (Composite Grade Sehool Band Concert
to be held at the Community Building. This group met Wednesday noon while Director Palleria journeys
other days to St. George and Thomaston to hold rehearsals with grade sehool pupils there who will also
participate in the concert. The younger hand will open the concert that will also feature a composite
band concert given by a. group of high sehool students in the county. Above, part of the nearly 55 mem
bers are shown in a practice session with their director. In the first row, from the left, arc Barbara
Pease, North School, Drtuglas Jackson, Rockport, clarinets; Paul Spaulding of North Sehool and Raymond
Sikorski of Tyler Sehool, trombones; Brenda Erickson of Rockport, saxophone; and director Palleria. In
the rear, from the left, are: Stephen Craig, trombone, and Wesley Nichols, trumpet, both of South
School; Sharon Wright and Joy Mazzeo, both clarinets, Mcl.ain School, and Jane Lord of Tyler School,
clarinet.
Photo by McKeon
Cantua Creek where all were be remembered, given them by
guests of Francis and family’ un Francis and Harold Orff and
Mr. and Michael Mitchell of
til March 8 when the Orff families families.
called on Mrs. Ida saw the Munroes and Miss Doro
Suomela and Mr?. Saima Pietila thy on the train at Fresno for
EAST LIBERTY
Sunday.
their return trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black. Mr.
Mi. and Mrs. Frieawyk met
and Mrs. Harold Black, Jr., of
are erkbratinc their 50th Wed
them in Boston on March 12 and
T«nants Harbor were at Joseph
entertained them in Peabody. ding Anniversary at their home
Claude’s and Russell McLeod’s
Mass.
Mrs. Munroe and Miss in Liberty Village (The Adams
Sunday.
Thursday. March
29.
Orff came home Tuesday and the House)
Mrs. Orville Jameson of Cam
Frieswyks brought Mr. Munroe Friends, relatives and neighbors
den and Mrs. J. O. Jameson
are invited to attend and make
Saturday.
viaited Mr. and Mrs. Levander
the occasion a happy one Open
They have several souvenirs
Newbert, Portland, Friday. Miss
house from 4 to 8 p. m.
from
California,
also
a
Dachs

Alcy Jameson returned home with
hund
given by son
Harold.
them.
CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIKE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Sympathy is extended the fam Miss Orff took many interesting
Andover. Massachusetts
pictures, including those of her
ily of Archie Miller.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
young
nephews,
Timothy,
aged
Mrs. Lester Nelson spent a few
Bonds.
$2 291,513.38
two
years
and
Kevin,
three
days with her daughter. Mrs. El
Stocks.
2.543,346.00
months, whom they had not seen Cash and Bank De
mer Sheaff in China.
posits,
443.965.27
Miss Lois Nicholson. R.N., of before.
A most enjoyable trip, long to Agents Balances or Un
Methuen. Mass., was a weekend
collectedPremiums
291,615.90
guest of Miss Alcy Jameson.
Other Assets,
22.024.54
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE
Gordon Scott was taken by am
COMPANY
Total Assets.
$5 592.465.09
bulance to Knox Hospital early
Edinburgh, Scotland
LIAKILITIFS SURPLUS AND
Saturday morning for medical
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1955
Bonds,
$5,435,061.00 Reserve for Losses,
treat men.t
$175,954.00
Stocks.
2.236 735.00 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Linwood Choate visited relaitves Real Estate Owned.
595 431.44
ment Expenses,
17.000.00
in Gardiner, Hallowell and Au Cash and Bank DeReserve lor Unearned
po?
ts.
406,044.11
gusta Sautrday.
Premiums.
2.634 452 01
Reeerve for Taxes,
110 000.00
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Luce .and Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
734,907.22 All Other Liabilities.
153 457.68
Mrs. Margaret Matson spent Wed Other Assets,
358,919.53
nesday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
$3,090,863.69
Total Liabilities.
Total Assets.
$9,766,098.30 Unassigned Funds
Sulo I’ietila. Miss Lois Nicholson,
LLABIIJ.TTES.
SURPLUS
AND
$ 2.501.601.40
(Surplus).
Miss Judith Moody, Miss Alcy
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
Jameson, Clayton and Donald Reserve for Losses
$1,033,928.96
Surplus as Regards
Dyer and Arnold Achorn were Reserve for Loss Adjust
Policyholders.
$2,501,601.40
ment Expenses,
73.696.001
callers Saturday evening.
Reserve
for
Unearned
Total,
Arthur Miller of Waban, Mass.,
$5,592 465 09
Premiums.
4.092.834.00
36-S-42
has been visiting his sister and Reserve for Taxes.
126 500.00
brothers, George and Waiter Mil All Other Liabilities.
672.330.49
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS
ler, being called here by the death
INSURANCE COMPANY
$5,999 289.45
Total Liabilities,
New York, New York
of their lather, Archie Miller.
$500,000.00
Statutory Deposit,
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson
Unassigned Funds
Bonds,
$7,344 957.89
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
3.266.R08.85 Stocks,
(Surplus).
9.247.732.00
Mrs. Kelsey Harkins, Waldoboro.
Mortgage Loans on
Surplus as Rigards
Real Estate,
6,850.00
Marie Hupper of Rockiand was
Policyholders,
$3,766 808.85 Cash and Bank De
a weekend guest of Mrs. Le Forest
posits,
1,794,784.79
Mank. She and Edward Matson
$9.766,098.30 Agents Balances or Un
Total.
called on Mrs. Florence Flanders.
36-S-42
collected Premiums. 1.467,094.82
Other Assets.
1,544,532.89
Arthur and Ronald Miller of Bel
United States Branch
fast are visiting their father.
THE -PALATINE INSl RANCE
Total Assets,
$21,405,952.39
George Miller.
COMPANY LTD.
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
New York, New York
Judson Benner has been pre
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Reserve for Lowes,
$1,421,509.37
sented the Post gold headed cane.
Bonds.
$2.952 497 50 Reserve for Loss Adjust
He called on Mrs. Florence Flan Stocks.
2 473.575.00
ment Expenses,
141.647.04
ders recently.
Cash and Bank De
Reserve for Unearned
posits.
441.498 69
Linwood Choate was a Sunday
Premiums.
6 073.242.44
Reserve for Taxes.
300 000.00
guest of Cleveland Walter, North Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums.
342.696.95 All Other Liabilities.
906.584.99
Waldoboro.
Other Assets,
65.553.44

EAST WALDOBORO

Thomaston

A Most Enjoyable Trip

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Munroe and
daughter Miss Dorothy Orff left
herc Jan. 29 with Mrs. Munroe’s
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mis. Theodore Friefiw.yk who
came for them the day before, and
werc their guests overnight in
Peabody, Mass. The Frieswyks
saw them on the train Jan. 30 at
2.30 p. m. when they left for Cali
fornia via the southern route.
Francis and Harold Orff, sons of
Mrs. Munroe and families met
them in Fresno, and they visited
with Mr. and Mrs. Francis Orff,
Ronald and Timothy in Cantua
Creek for two weeks. During this
time they motored to San Fran
cisco, the Underground Mansion,
the Park and Zoo in Fresno, the
Yosemite National
Park
and
other places of interest.
On Feb. 17 the Munroes and
Orffs went to Brawley to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Orff. Aris Ann
and Kevin. Francis and family
returned to the Creek on Sunday
while the Maine relatives re
mained for a fortnight.
They
were in Yuma, Ariz., Palm
Springs, San Diego, also in Mexico
and other interesting places. Har
old Orff and family took Mr. and
Mrs. Munroe and Mi.**s Orff to the
Knoteabury Farms in Los Angeles
on March 4 and visited overnight
with friends in this city, then to

Total Liabilities.
$8,842,983.84
Total Assets.
$6 275.821.58 Special Surplus Funds. $3,000,000.00
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS A.ND
Capital Paid Up or
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
Statutory Deposit.
2,000,000.00
Reserve for Losses.
$407,589.00 Unassigned Funds
Reserve for Loss Adjust(Surplus).
7.562,968.55
22.519.00
ment Expenses.
Reserve for Unearned
Surplus ns Regards
Premiums.
2 333 703.69
Policyholders.
$12,562,968.55
Reserve for Taxes,
70,500.01
All Other Liabilities.
78,797.33
Total,
$21,405 952.39
36-S-42
Total Liabilities.
$2,913,109.02
Special Suiplus Funds
$31 500 0' NORFOLK A DEDHAM MUTUAL
500.000.00
EIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Statutory Deposit.
Dedham. Massachusetts
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus).
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
2.831.212.56
Bonds,
$3 590,953.43
Stocks,
3.882 638.00
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders.
398.285.61
$3,362,712.56 Real Estate Owned.
Cash and Bank De
Total.
$6,275,821.58
posits.
427.335.73
36-S-42 Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums.
510,487.08
EQUITABLE FIRE AND MARINE Other Assets.
110.663.92
INSURANCE COMPANY
Providence, Rhode Island
Total Assets.
$8 920.363.77
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Stocks and Bonds.
$16,472,765.00
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1955
Cash in Office and
Reserve for Losses.
$286,501.49
Banks,
1.133.996.23 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Agents’ Balances.
1 782.196 54
ment Expenses,
33,496.85
Bills Receivable.
26.962.31 Reserve for Unearned
Interest and Rents.
51.159.28
Premiums,
4.542.016.00
All Other Assets.
153,439.94 Reserve for Taxes,
140.000.00
All Other Liabilities.
117 614.55
Admitted Assots,
$19,620,519.30
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1955
Total Liabilities.
$5,119,627.89
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,247 557 94 Special Surplus Funds
Unearned Premiums, 4.934 862.41
Unencumbered.
$1,800,735.88
All Other Liabilities,
359.792.37 Unassigned Funds
Cash Capital.
2.000.000.00
(Surplus),
2.000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabili
ties.
11,078.306.58
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$3 800,735.88
Total Liabilities and
Total,
Surplus.
$19,620,519.30
$8,920,363.77
3AS-42
36-8-42
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Peterson Speaks

Is This Your Farm Or Your Neighbor’s Place?

Grange Corner
Evening Star Grange

At Farm and
Home April 3

Evening Star Grange held its
last meeting In February with
Master Charlie Cargill presiding.
Aft. r the usual routine business, I
n fine program was put on by the
Home and Community Welfare
Committee, Mrs. Elizabeth Grin
nell and Mrs. Eva La&son.
When the members marched
down to the dining room for re
freshments. the highlight of thc
evening took place In thc form
of a surprise birthday party in
honor of the lecturer, Mrs. Carrie
Nash. Sister Carrie had honored in
some way, the birthday of eaeh
member as it came, but had been
careful to conceal the date of her
own birthday. However. It leaked
out. by way of the grapevine,
hence, her complete surprise. She
was presented a necklace with
Enin L. Peterson
matching car jewels and thc
birthday cake was made by Mrs.
Ervin L. Peterson, assistant
Olga Huth
secretary of agriculture, Washing

1

>•

Mt. Pleasant Grange
By Frances Tolman

ton, I). C., will give the principal

address at the Maine Extension

Mill« *

.

poultryman

By Henry Teague

Even though the prices for eggs
and poultry meat are out of the
hands of the producers, the
amount of profit that a poultryman makes is not wholly con
trolled by the automatic pricing
system.
Let's consider table eggs. A lot
of factors determine the profit on
a flock of hens. From the time
the chicks are put under the
brooders until the pullets are pay
ing for their daily feed Is often
stx months. Up until that time it
has been mostly out of the pocket
and it takes a lot of eggs Just to
pay the costs of raising those pul
lets. How long it will take a poul
try-man to get enough profit from
eggs to pay the rais ng costs is of
course partly dependent on egg
prices. But another very import
ant factor is rate of lay.

winter. I had my share but 1 had
very good luck getting rid of them
with a lindane-DDT combination.
About the latest remedy is a four
per cent Maltathlon dust wh ch Is
now being used for both red and
feather mites. It can be sprinkled
in the nests and dusting places.
The latest remedy for round
worms is piperazine to be mixed
with water. It Ls said to give the
birds less of a shock. Thc only
remedy suggested for capillaria is
the addition of vitamin A oil—one
pint to a bag of feed, to be fed
over a 10 day- period. I under
stand that this is not sure by any
means.

There are plenty of other pit
falls along tne way. but these are
a few ways that poultrymen can
get into trouble. It is probably un
likely that one could find a single
poultryman who does not have
disease or parasite problems at
one time or another. But there
are some who seldom have seri
ous trouble. Freedom from trouble
begins with the clean ng out per
iod. There is a lot of space in a
big poultry house and there is al
ways the temptation to do a little
skipping. Concrete floors help, but
are far from complete insurance.
Just a good washdown helps. Hot
lye Is an old standby and there are
a lot of good disinfectants on the
market.
After the birds arrive, the poul
tryman who catches his troubles
early is the one most likely to get
high production. A lot of these
diseases and parasites do a lot
of permanent damage unless they
are cleared up early.

Next Monday.
Neighborhood
Association evening program dur
Night will be observed with the
Ing Farm and Home Week at thc
following Grangers invited as spe
cial guests, but anyone is wel University of Maine. He is schedcome: South Hope. Hope, East ulded to speak on Tuesday eve
It is entirety- possible lor a
Union. Wessaw'fwkeag, White Oak. nlng. April 3.
Peterson is in charge of the De flock to lay as high as 90 per cent
Weymouth. Owls Head. Mcgaintifor a short period and hold above
cook. Winslow Mills, Acorn and partment of Agriculture’s work
The farm last week was thnt of .1. Owen Weeks at Loria Beach
dwelling, adding a three enr garage.
80 per cent for several months.
in
Federal-State
relations,
includ

Penobscot View. Each Grange is
in Owls Head. Mr. Weeks, until after World War 2 an official of
His flock of 1200 Barred Rocks produces hatching eggs tor
That is very exceptional and few
a plumbing and heating concern in .Massachusetts, came to Ash
Kendall Orff of Cushing and a replacement flock ot 1200 stands
to furnish something for the pro ing the conservation, research and
poultrymen reach this goal. As
Point in 1950 and started the poultry business on the land which
ready to take over the egg producing job when thc older flock goes
educational
agencies.
Prior
to
h's
gram and sweets.
has been in his family since 1899.
to the dressing plant.
you come down in percentage, you
appointment
by
President
Eisen

Mt. Pleasant Grange members
The first winter, he and Mrs. Weeks lived in their cottage
Mr. Weeks is a member of the Lions Club in Koekland and
hower, Peterson had been director find more poultry-men hitting 80
are to bring sandwiches.
which had yet to he winterized. A poultry house was completed
active in community affairs in his town.
of
the Oregon State Department of per cent for a brief period with a
in November and measured 35 by 25 and was two stories in height.
The owner of the place pictured above will find an 11 x 11 pic
Eaeh week we are having a cake
In the spring of 1951, work was started on another of two stories
ture of his place waiting for him when he Identifies It at the office
Agriculture.
He was actively en few months in the 70’s. That’s
march, some member brings a
which was 36 by 64. After a chilly winter In the cottage, they re
of Thc Courier-Gazette.
gaged In dairy farming for many still very good laying.
cake
and
it
is
done
thc
same
as
modeled thc place and made it into a comfortable year around
Ihoto by Culleo
But you still have quite a lot
musical rug march and the winner years, and is a member and pa.;
master of the Coos County Grange of poultrymen who rarely see
has
the
cake.
The
money
from
with the other two Warren Clubs
above 70-75 on their egg charts.
in Oregon.
and gave the program for the this is put in a jar with all the
That >s not so good, but It means
Also
on
the
Tuesday
evening
PTA. The following was put on by members of Mt. Pleasant Grange
program will be a presentation of a fairly good profit in a good year
and
each
week
a
name
is
drawn
the White Oak.
There are numerous ways to get
Outstanding Farmer and Home
Dairy foods, salad (peaches, and if the person is there he gets
high production.
Birds in small
maker
certificates
by
Dr.
Arthur
cherries, lettuce, cottage cheese) thc money. So far, there has been
A. Hauck, president of the Uni groups generally lay- better than
no
winner
and
the
amount
is
made in shape of a heart. Thia
versity of Maine. This has been large flocks. Space can be a fac
was demonstrated by June Stimp around $9 now, so why don’t you
a Farm and Home Week tradition tor along with vent lation, ample
son and Sandra Mank from the members try to get out and help
There is no real secret to high
since 1929. A second speaker wil! space for feed and water, plenty
your
Grange
and
get
in
on
the
Warren Wonder Workers.
of nests and the proper amount of production. Common sense pdays
be
Harold
J.
Shaw
of
Sanford,
Dance, “Patty Cake Polka”, fun.
4-H Club Doings
light.
a big part and the information is
By Eleanor Carter
Those members who can’t get who was named outstanding farm
June and Linda Stimpson. Kath
One of the biggest problems of easy to come by concerning prob
er
in
1927.
Shaw,
past
piesident
of
By Ixtana Shibles—4-H
leen Wyllie, Rae Ingraham. Jean out next Monday we urge to he
A Happy Easter to you! Let’s
7. Brush with rest of melted
the Holstein-Friesian Association all is disease, more often than not lems of management and disease.
Club Agent
Kigel and Cary Jane Moody; present the following week, April
Poultrymen who do well are al
plan now so you can enjoy Easter ma rgarine.
of America and New England respiratory disease. This past win
2.
when
we
will
have
an
important
modeling dresses, June and Linda
ter many a poultry-man has seen ways well acquainted with their
Dinner with thc family.
8. Combine honey and mustardGreen
Pastures
champion
in
1952.
Stimpson and Rae Ingraham; meeting in regards to the by-laws
Beef Consomme
with horseradish and spread over
will speak on "Progress Through his production slide downward as birds. They may not quite know
Washington
song,
"Sheltering Whispering dues and changing thc meeting
the result of chronic respiratory the individual birds by name, but
ham.
Toasted Crackers
The Pine Tree Club held a
nights to twice a month instead of Rural Leadership."
disease. It is a condition that af almost. They are around the pens
Planked Ham
9.
Place plank in hot oven meeting, March 15, at the Pres Sands”, by all three clubs;
every week.
with Mashed Sweet Potato is
(425°F.) 15-20 minutes or until cott Memorial School with 23 pres slides, 4-H projects of different
Cross, and the Pine Tree Society. fects ]x»ultry of all ages and is that much. But being around is
members.
Acorn Grange
Whole Onions, Tomato Quarters vegetables are lightly browned ent. Thc leader, Conrad Ste-eie.
Evelyn and Daniel Preston of also one of the big problems of not enough in itself. It is what
Hope
By Fannie DDavis
you see and hear when you are in
and Spiced Apple
and very hot. Place plank on large talked about thc Broiler Contest.
Thomaston were reinstated as the broiler industry.
Hopeful Homemakers held a
CRD as Is known is mostly a thc pens that count.
S mple Fruit Salad
platter or tray. Serve at once.
Acorn Grange met Wednesday m embers.
The Chickadee Girls held a
joint parents meeting with thc
cold weather disease and untold
This is another spring in the
Hot Parkerhouse Rolls
Yield: 6 generous servings.
night w-ith a good attendance con
meeting with their leaders. Mrs.
Master John F. Newman gave
Hurricane Boys on March 15. Thc
thousands
of
birds
are
stricken
poultry
business. It is the time
Easter Pie
sidering the traveling. A very a report on the school of Instruc
Steele and Mrs. Sperl. The PTA
Easter Me
program was as follows;
every winter. However, this winter when great numbers of chicks are
nice
Irish
program
was
put
on
by
meeting
was
postponed
until
April
tion
which
he
attended
Tuesday
Planked 11am Dinner
Crust:
A regular meeting with a roll
seems to have been a little worse started. Now is the ideal time to
12. Dale Powell gave a demon
Lecturer Viola Littlefleld, which night at Meguntieook Grange.
1 ham steak, 114 inches thick
1 recipe pie crust
call answered by giving name,
than usual. It all started last Nov. begin a program of efficient
stration on how to prepare grape
Grace Delano reported over $32
3 apples
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
agis and how long, they have been was as follows:
17 when winter cold came in un management that will bring those
fruit
for
breakfast.
Hazel
Light
The
opening
song
was
"When
realized on the town meeting sup
Filling:
in the club.
1 cup corn syrup
usually early and continued al- pullets into high production early
showed
how
to
make
carrot
strips.
3 tablespoons flour
’rj cup water
Demonstrations included: how to Irish Eyes Are Smiling.” There per.
most without a break for six next fall,
Mary Lehto showed her cooking
Everett and Fannie Davis, who weeks. Many poultrymen had not
Small piece nutmeg or stick cin 4 tablespoons cornstarch
measure flour, Maxine Libby; how were several quiz games by all
book.
Elaine
Wellman
gave
en
ex

*4 teaspoon salt
namon
to clean silver. Ruth Carr; how to the members; an Irish skit by- have been unable to attend Grange made full preparations for the
Burgess of Union
hibit on her sewing project. Glen
1 cup sugar
Vt lemon, sliced
use a hem maker, Francina John Lester and Cyrus Delano and Sam since December, due to the illness winter comfort of their flocks.
da Creamer gave a demonstration
114 cups boiling water
12 small white onions
son; setting a family table, Mar Pipicello; reading by Homer Mar of Mrs. Davis, wre welcomed back Great numbers of pullets right at Holding John
on posture. Sharon Steele showed
4 cups mashed sweet potatoes
3 egg yolks
garet Carr and Bernice Carnage; shall with an encore of a "Uncle by Master Newman. The Sun the height of production started
her dairying book. We discussed
*4 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons margarine
what 4-H means to me, Juanita Josh” number for which he is fa shine Baskets and cards given sneezing and despite efforts to Deere Day 27th
safety and danger hazards.
14 cup lemon juice
Johnson; what 4-H means to our mous.
Mrs. Davis by thc Grange mem bring them back to health, it was
1 egg
Camden
C. M. Burgess & Son, Union
14 cup melted margarine
1 tablespoon grated lemon rind
An historical story of Boston bers were much appreciated.
community, Margaret Carr; what
a long pull.
Seaside held their parents meet 4-H means to our country, Bernice was given by Dorothy Russell.
Meringue:
hot milk
A lunch of hot dogs and coffee
That was Nov. 17. over four farm equipment dealers, will hold
ing at the YMCA on March 19. Gamage.
3 egg whites
2 tablespoons honey
A donation was given the Red was served at the end of the meet months ago. and except for a few their annual John Deere Day
During the regular meeting they
1 tablespoon mustard-wlth-horse- 14 teaspoon cream of tartar
Two songs were given by Fran
ing by Annie Newman. Jennie breaks, it has been a long cold Tuesduy at 7.30 p. m. The event,
had the following demonstrations: cina and Juanita Johnson and Ber Penny Kaler, Dorothy- Newman, Haskell, Florence Burns.
’! teaspoon salt
radiah
winter that Is not quite over yet. which includes souvenirs, enter
measuring ingredients, Diana Cot nice Gamage.
j 6 table spoons sugar
•
2 tomatoes
Rosalyn Gay. Jean Witham. Pam
But all flocks did not have CRD tainment and refreshments, in ad
At the meeting on April 4. there
ta and Sena Leonard: lunch box,
ela Gay, Martha Sleeper, Debby will be an Easter program. Every by any means, so it is possible to dition to the display of farm equip
1. Place ham on well oiled spring flowors
Koekland
Rhonda Leonard and Mary Con
avoid this disease which is not so ment, has been held for several
1. To pie crust add lemon rind
plank and bake in slow oven
The newly formed Horse Club Hary and Harriet Sleeper. Pam one is welcome.
making a holder, Brenda
and roll into 6 individual pie nell;
much a killer of laying hens as it years past by the firm.
(325’F.) 1-2 hours.
held a meeting at the. Farnsworth ela, Martha, Debby and Harriet. !
Chapin and Patricia Steele; deter Museum in Rockland on March 21. all had a perfect score of 100.
event is open to all farmers
crusts.
2. Meantime peel, core and
More Farm News is a disease that puts the birds in The
mining correct pattern, size and They had a Judging contest on
the Coastal Area, according to
out of condition.
Eaeh member Is to bring a rope |
2. Bake in very hot oven
quarter apples and stew until ten
amount of material to buy for any
parts of a horse. The girls that to make a halter for the next
Another problem that is always the owners of the firm which has
der in mixture of corn syrup and (45O°F.) 12-15 minutes—cool.
On Page Eight
given pattern. Martha Libby, Deb
with us includes worms and other been in business in the area the
Sharon Keefe, meeting.
water and spice and lemon.
3. For Alling: mix flour, corn orah Buck. Wilma Leonard, Mary took part were:
i parasites such as lice and mites. past 31 years.
3. Boil onions until tender.
starch. salt and % cup sugar in Wentworth and Jessie Heal.
The round worm is such a com
4. Steam or boil sweet potatoes top of double boiler.
The local leader, Lucinda Water
Your county Extension Service
mon problem that many poultrv—peel, mash, season with 2 table
4. Add boiling water slowly, man, made remarks appropriate
office is a veritable gold mine of
X
men
worm
their
birds
a
couple
spoons margarine.
7
stir smooth and taring to boil over for such a group. The refresh L
? of times as pullets before they valuable information on agricul
5. Beat very light with egg. (If direct flame.
ments were served by thc girls
5 really start laying. Even then one ture and homemaking.
necessary, add a little hot milk
5. Place over boiling water and that had no part in the program.
y cannot sit back with complete
so potato will be soft enough to go cook 20 minutes.
Camden
§ satisfaction, for round worms can
through pastry tube but will hold
6. Pour hot over egg yolks
The Pine Club held a meeting.
k come in at any time. The eapillashape.)
FILMS DEVELOPED
beaten light with 14 cup sugar— March 14 Kay Whittier’s home.
k ria worms are not as common, but
6. Force potato through pastry retum to douW(1 hoj|cr and cook
Enlarged
They planned to model their
7 due to the faot that they are mictube around ham on plank, ar- 3 minu(M lonKPr.
dresses for thc style show before
ax Jumbo Prints
J roscopic, they can cause a lot of
range apples, onions, and quarter- J 7. Add margarine and stir un
the Grange April 18. Thc senior
y trouble before the poultryman
In Albums
ed tomatoes on plank.
til dissolved.
girls arc going to make suits un
, realizes what is the matter. If
12
exp.
60c • 16 exp. Me
8. Add lemon juice and rind der the direction of Mrs. Lucinda,
birds are not doing as well as
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1 JS
9. Pour into pie shells—round Waterman. At thc next meeting
they should, it is a job for the
Please Remit with Cote
SEE THE NEW
ing up in middle.
Tuesday, March 27, 1956
Sandra Wiley and Anita Curit will
state laboratory and quite often
10. Beat egg whites stiff with demonstrate how to make graham
DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
, the report is capillaria.
cream of tartar and salt; add cracker pie crust. Kay Whittier
P. O. Box SM, Dept. A.
For some reason feather mites,
7.30
P.M.
sugar and beat well.
BAB HABBOB, MAINE
and Eleanor Curit will make toll 1
also called the Northern fowl mite
HIGH SPEED
11. Arrange around edge of pie house cookies. After the meeting,
have been unusually plentiful this
LITE WEIGHT
Thompson Memorial
and brown lightly in moderate thc worked on their dresses.
LOW COST
oven (350 F.). Cool.
Union
jzrajamzrararamaararaf -ir-ir-ir-iNr-'
Auditorium, Union, Me.
juuuuue
12. Cut
and leaves of
Craig Walker, secretary of thc !
spring flowers to about 3 inches
Coggon
’
s
Hill,
reports
that
their
’
ATTENTION
POULTRYMEN
As Low As
Wrap in a strip of wax paper and
meeting was called to order by j
stand up in center of each pie
$162.50
Compliments of
President Fred Collins. Selling j
Yield: 6 pies.
cookies was discussed.
Complete with
Next meeting will be March 26.
The Navy’s experimental XC-7
Guide Bar and Chain
PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE
Owalssa held a meeting at the j
steam catapult is able to propel
Thompson
Memorial
School.
Loma
i
UNION, MAINE
Chas. E. Stackpole a 15.000 pound plane from a stand Messer called thc meeting to |
ing start to 168 m.ph in three sec
THOMASTON, MAINE
onds. It is currently under evalua order. They all sang. ’’Dinah”.
TEL. 194-3
tion at the Naval Air Test Center They made plans for 4-H Sunday. I
ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360
ENTERTAINMENT
REFRESHMENTS
6-S-tf
SOUVENIRS
The secretary writes, "We plan to j
Patuxent River, Md.
have a food sale during that week
and dividing the money between '
the two church Sunday Schools
CALL
13 7 1— for Heat Packed
in Union. Diane Messer gave a
Small or Large. Terms Te Meet Yea
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
demonstration on, ’’Howe to Clean j
A Coat”.
CALL
FOR FULL INFORMATION

Hciite
Smice

Another Blq Slow

JOHN DEERE DAY

8

THE DATE

CLINTON

THE TIME

CHAIN SAWS

LIVE

POULTRY

WANTED

C. M. BURGESS & SON

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

Wtfo Expedtiuj (jow/

MARITIME OIL CO.

Sitto. .11

North Warren

14-b »•••*••

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeweeew

On March 13, White Oak joined I

We Are Also Looking for
Poultry Raisers

'fJ Xjl'j Uf?Lj l2f± LU 2L -

THE PLACE

11

Poq* SH
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Tueiday-Thuriday-Saturday

Bristol Wins One

THOMASTON
Naw, and Social Ttemn, Notices and Advertisements ma; De sen
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST.. TEL 15W

Mrs. Minnie Wilson is a surgical tained the Friendly Circle Wed
patient at Knox Hospital.
nesday evening.
Approximately
Robert MacFtarland. 3d District 25 members were present to sew
Commander of the American Le for the Veterans’ Hospital in To
Assisting Miss Williams
gion. and Willard Howard of gus.
Union. Commander attended an were Mrs. Laurence Shesler and
American Legion supper on Vinal- Mrs. Roy Bell.
haven Wednesday and returned
Mrs. Helen Hallowell was hos
heme Thursday.
tess to a group of friends Wednes
Girl Scout troop 6 met at the day evening. Mrs. Lillian Fitz
Baptist Church Monday with 11 patrick assisted. Attending were:
present. The group voted to send Mrs. Grace Irvine. Mrs. Margaret
Easter cards to shut-ins and a Ford. Mrs. Madeline Jackson.
sunshine basket to Sandra Cook Mrs. Carrie Smalley, Mrs. Marian
Silver. Mrs. Marian Blake. Mrs.
who ia iU.
Newell McLain. Sr., is a sur Carolyn Whitten. Mrs. Ann Foster
and Mrs. Stella Robinson.
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
The R.B. Club met Wednesday
The name of Mrs. Philip Fernaid was inadvertently omitted at the home of Mrs. Charlotte
from the list of Red Cross fund Konelick. A social evening was
I spent and refreshments were
drive workers.
Attending were: Mrs.
Wadsworth street was first served.
street to complete its collection Nathalie Hahn. Mrs. Marguerite
for the Red Cross Fund drive with Emerson. Mrs. Maxine Beckett,
Mrs. Rose Morse, Mrs. Maxine
residents donating $21.70.
Mahoney and Mrs. Lucy Mayo.
The Senior Parents Club is
Orient Club of the Masonic
sponsoring a paper drive Satur
Lodge held a card party Thursday
day. March 31. Collections will
evening with six tables in play.
be made all day. Proceeds will
Miss Helen Studley won the door
benefit the senior class trip to
prize. Refreshments were served
Washington.
and prizes w-ere awarded to win
Thomaston town meeting will be ners at each table.
held Monday evening at 7.30 at
Mrs. Malcolm Carney enter
Watts Hall. Polls will be open tained the Neighborhood Canasta
from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Club recently in observance of the

T/Sgt. Lawrence Daley, who has
been stationed in Japan for the
past year and half, joined Mrs.
Daley at Manchester. N. H. and
they are now spending three
weeks with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Frisbee on Green
street. At the end of his leave
they will go to Washington, D, C.
where he will be statlontd.
Mrs. Raymond Swartz has re
turned from Providence where she
entered two Dalmatians In the
Providence County Kennel Club
Dog Show. Tattersall won the
open dog class and went on to
winners dog and best of winners.
Tick Tock won open class and re
serve winners.
The show was
held last Sunday at the Cranston
street Armory in Providence. R. I
Gray Ladies serving at the Vet
erans' Hospital in Togus this week
were: Mrs. Ethel Burgess, Mrs.
Agnes MacAuliffe, Mrs. Edna
Hahn, Mrs. Annie Rogers, Mrs.
Hazel Woodward and Miss Mary
McPhail.
Miss Harriet Williams enter-

SOCIAL DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HA I J,

Every Saturday - 9-12.30
Music by the Nor'Eastera
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome

83-S-tI

SOCIAL DANCE
ACORN GRANGE HALL
CUSHING

Every Saturday Night
Music by Hawaiianaires
Donation 50c
21-S-tf

ENDS SATURDAY:

(End birthday of Mrs. Anson Pryor.
Refreshments included a special
birthday cake made by Mrs. Car
ney.
Other guests were Mrs.
Faustina Carney and Mrs. Albert
Mank.

Church News
Federated Church School Sun
day morning at 9 45 with Mr?.
Karl Stetson as superintendent.
Church service of worship at 11
o’clock w’ith Rev. Louis Walker of
Rockland as guest preacher. His
subject will be "Self-Realization
Through Self-Denial.” Earl Melgard will assist during the ser
vice.
Church music: Solo by
Robert Stackpole, “The Palms” by
J. Faure. Anthem by the choir,
“I Walk Today Where Jesus
Walked” by O’Hara. Nursery for
small children during the service
of worship will be under the direc
tion of Mrs. Eva Williamson. The
Youth Fellowship group will meet
from 6 to 7 o’clock.
Tuesday, the Friendly Circle
supper in the vestry at 6.30 will
be served by the men of the par
ish.

Sunday School at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 9.45
with service of worship at 11 with
Rev. John B. S. Fitzpatrick bring
ing the message. Church music:
Anthems by the choir, “Jerusa
lem” by Parker and “Calvary” by
Rodney. Nursery for small chil
dren during the service of wor
ship. BYF meets for a supper
meeting at 6 o’clock followed by
the evening service at 7 with the
young people taking part. A film,
“Journey To Jerusalem” will be
shown. Monday, the Knox Evan
gelical Ministers Association will

Danny Koye "THE COURT JESTER"

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
Continuous Sunday from 3 — Daily: Matinee 2 - Ku*. 6.30-8.30

Act Plcy Contest
The Bristol High School play,

“The Day After Forever” took

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK

Correspondent
Telephone 2197

first place honors at the first an
nual Medomak Valley League

Mrs. Edna McFarland left Wed
nesday for Kure, Japan, by plane,
Whcn making out your will re
where she will joinn her husband, member your church and your
Thompson Memorial Auditorium Pfc. Charles R. McFarland, who hospital.
in Union Thursday evening.
is stationed there. Mrs. McFar
The Bristol play, described as a land is the daughter of Mrs. Eu MONTELIEU K. GRINDLE
superb demonstration of high gene Larrabee.
Montelieu Kittredge Grindle. 82,
school theatrics by the school
Past Noble Grands of Maiden died at her home Saturday morn
principals present, won out over Cliff Rebekah Lodge who attended ing. March 17. She was bom at
three other plays put on by Rock the Past Noble Grands Associa Vinalhaven Nov. 30. 1874. daugh
port, Warren and Union.
tion held in Warren Wednesday ter of William W. and Margaret
The Appleton High School play. evening were Mr. and Mrs. Nor Hopkins Kittredge. She was the
“Child Wonder”, scheduled for man Fuller, Mrs. Mary Mitchell, widow of Charles Grindle. In her
presentation in the contest, was Mis. Lillian Herrick, Mrs. Mabel younger days she was a school
withdrawn this week because of Withee and Mrs. Maude Greenlaw. teacher, also a member and for
the illness of one leading player.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fenwick many years treasurer of the
Outstanding actor chosen was have returned home after spend ladies Auxiliary of the American
Charles Crockett of Rockport High ing several weeks in Florida.
Legion.
School foT his part as the fresh
Surviving are: a son, Bruce;
Seaside Chapter. OES, will hold
young brother in the school play
its Memorial Service March 26. A sister, Mrs. Irving Fifield; nephew.
“A Date With Paul”.
pot luck supper will be served Clinton Smith; cousins. Pauline
Outstanding actress of the eve
preceding the meeting with Mrs. Schofield of Rockland, Elija Pat
ning was Cha Inner Lord of Bristol
Elmer True and Mrs. John Fel terson of Vinalhaven and Sommerw’ho had the lead role. Virginia
ton as committee. The Worthy ville. and Donald Patterson of
BlaisdeU of Bristol, a supporting
Matron requests all officers to Buffalo, N. Y.
star in the winning performance,
Funeral services were held at
wear white and be present foi
won honorable mention for the
her home Tuesday afternoon. Pall
supper.
prize.
bearers were: Edward White,
The Camden Garden Club will
Warren’s play was a comedy
Fred Chillis. Grant Duall. Everett
meet
Tuesday,
March
27,
at
2.30
farce titled, “Uncle Tom’s GrabLibby, Leon Arey and Curtis Web
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Parker
bin’ ” while the fourth presenta
ster.
Morse Hooper. The speaker will
tion by Union High School was,
be Radcliffe Pike, whose subject
“The Heritage of Wimpole Stret”.
MISS MARY MARTIN
will be “The Use of Native Plant
Directors of the plays were:
Word has been received of the
Mrs. Gladys Lewis of Bristol. Mrs. Material.”
The Monday Club will meet at death of Miss Mary A. Martin,
Caroline Johnson of Rockport,
the home of Mrs. Helen Montgom formerly of Liberty, which oc
Mrs. Bernice Robbins of Union,
ery and the reader will be Mrs. curred very suddenly Sunday
Mrs. Grace Wiley of Warren and
night. March 18. at the home of
Priscilla Pameson.
Ernest Ratten of Appleton.
Mrs. Florence Hemeon was her brother, Edwin Martin at Am
During the two and one-half per
hostess to the Jolly Jokers Tues herst, Mass., where she was liv
formance before a more than cap
day evening at the home of Mrs. ing..
acity gathering of 325 people, the
Mildred Easton. Those attending
Miss Martin was born in East
Rockport Band played a selection
were Mrs. Helena Kenney, Mrs. Liberty Feb. 27 1890. She was the
of music while the Appleton Glee
Blanche Wentworth of Rockport, daughter of Arthur V. and CasClub also appeared to supplement
Mrs. Mildred Easton, Mrs. Edith teria Howes Martin.
the entire program.
Brown and Mrs. Doorthy Young
She taught school several years
Following a social evening re in her own state, then went to
WALDOBORO
freshments were served.
Massachusetts and
taught in
There will be a joint meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston
Everett until she was eligible for
both Junior and Senior Pilgrim
were in Portland Thursday.
retirement. Besides her brother,
George Boggs and son Bobby Fellowship of the Congregationa Edwin, she leaves three nieces,
Church
Sunday
evening
at
6
spent a fwe days in Boston re
several cousins, an aunt and two
o’clock. There will be a candle
cently.
uncles.
light
Communion
service
to
which
At the First Baptist Church Sun
Funeral services were held in
day morning Rev. Harold W. Car parents of members are invited.
Amherst,
March 22. Her body was
Members of the Junior Choir of
penter will take for his subject
sent to Belfast to await burial in
the
Chestnut
Street
Baptist
Church
"The King Cometh."
will enjoy a supper and party at South Montville Cemetery in the
spring.
the vestry on Saturday evening.
meet at 10 a. m. at the church..
Kenneth Jones, State Directoi
Thursday,
a
Maundy-Thursdav
for the Education of the Mentally MRS. MILDRED PHINNEY
Communion service will be held
Retarded will be the speaker WedMrs. Mildred Phinney, 58, of
at 7 p. m.
I nesday night, March 28 at 7.30 at Thomaston and formerly of Rock
Mass will be celebrated at St.
the monthly meeting of the Asso land. died Thursday at Rockland,
James’ Catholic Church Sunday'
ciation for Handicapped Children after a sihort illness. She was
morning at 9 o’clock.
Mr. Jones will show slides of re born at Northport. March 9. 1898,
Morning Prayer service at St.
tarded children at work and at the daughter of Walter and Mary
John’s Episcopal Church Sunday
play, and before his appearance at Drin kwater.
morning at 7.40 followed by Holy
the evening meeting he will ob
Surviving are two daughters.
Communion at 8 o’clock. Sunday
serve the special education class
School at 10.30.
Mrs. Evelyn Bennett of Rockland,
in session This class of 10 pupils
Sunday School at the Assembly
and Mrs. Ruth Darlington of
is taught by Mrs. Isabel Gibbs.
of God Church Sunday' morning at
Eureka. Calif.; three sons, Wal
At the last meeting of the associa
10 o’clock followed by service of
tion .held February 2*9, the twin ter Mansfield with the U. S. Army
worship at 11 with Rev. Robert
projects of obtaining a stove and in Missouri. Lloyd Mansfield with
Dickinson bringing the message.
sewing machine for the education he U. S. Army in Iceland and
Evening service at 7 o’clock.
al unit were discussed. The pos Charles Mansfield of Thomaston
Tuesday evening the Christ Am
sibility of membership in the Na ind 11 grandchildren.
bassador Young People will meet
Funeral arrangements are being
tional Association for Retarded
at the church at 7.30. Wednesday
Children was also taken up, and made with the Russell Funeral
evening service at 7 o’clock.
three more delegates to the nex‘ Home Rock Land.
meeting of the State Association
were chosen. In charge of re .MRS. ANGELIA NASH
ORfY these official CM Otensa
freshments for the March 28 meet
*dUH RJUD hutmettotu
Mrs. Angelia Nash. 87, died.
ing will be Mrs. Lewis Webber March 21 in Waldoboro. She was
and Mrs. William Brawn. All par- born Nov. 15, 1868. the daughter
919-9910 9LE9T
,tec 1
3
te
ar«
| ents and interested friends are of William and Mary Genthner
cordially invited to attend this Gross. She was a life-long resi
919-CT.K99
°™ ."“T
3 one minute blast,
meeting which will be held at the
.’ rimtrn
Mtwwe
dent of Waldoboro and attended
Knowlton Street School in the speNO WARNING
‘he Methodist Church.
I cial education room.
She leaves four sons. Harold,
to prepared
There will be a Masonic Assem
saefter. lam off a#
Maurice and Maynard of Waldo
bly Saturday evening, March 24
boro. Merton of New York, one
at 8.30 p. m. The entertainment
Obey Warden,
SSgrfigl under desi or wort
daughter Mrs. Ida L. Waltz of
committee will be Mr. and Mrs.
Gn tn'essigned
sbetet.
nine grandchildren
Neil Peabody and Mr. and Mrs. Waldoboro;
and four great grandchildren.
G cey your teacher..
Dan Harding.
Go to assigned
Funeral services will be held
Ijons Club Note*
Bury lace m arms.
sJieJtur (joiefy
Saturday (today) at 2 p. m. at
Fred
Baird,
a
biologist
of
the
Wardens. Go
he Waltz Funeral Home with
Department of Sea and Shore
(five fw cover Bury
to a' GK’d
tuddmg or sheittf. '
Fisheries, was speaker this week. Rev Robert Plummer officiating.
Mr. Baird gave a. general talk on Entombment will be in the Ger
| various phases of his department man Protestant Tomb until burial.

7™

| and followed up with a question
I and answer period, and two ex- cellent films in color. He was in
troduced by Lion Bob Waterman
and was assisted in his question
and answer period by Lion Aubrey
V oung. Ken Libby, who has been
wintering in Florida, and Bill
Kelley, who has been on his an
nual cruise (this year to Jamai
ca), were present.

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 770. City.

Starring

-Clifton Webb Gloria Grahame
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY-Return Engagement
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’A Man. Called Peter'
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Camden Theatre
NOW!

RODGERS AND HAMM EBSTEIN'S

"CAROUSEL"
Filmed At Boothbay Harbor

In the CinemaScope 55 Process
BEYONO ANYTHING YOU HAVE EVER SEEN IN A THEATRE!

Clouds, smoke and fog over the city—darkness
\
enveloping the streets—the church spires hidden!
\
Presently the sun’s rays pierce the clouds—the fog
lifts—once more the church spires will point toward
heaven for all to see.
So it is with life. Men and women grope about in dark
ness; clouds of doubt and the smoke of unbelief shut out God’s
glorious light. Then church bells peal—eyes and footsteps
turn toward the house of God.
As sunlight dispels physical darkness, so God’s message
lifts the darkness from men’s souls. Are you hearing
that message? It sounds particularly clear on Palm
v
Sunday morning when the story of Christ’s triZ
umphant entrance into Jerusalem is recalled.
dK
The Church invites you. Will you come

c

THE church FOR MJ....
AU FOR THE CHURCH
The Church „ the greatest lac5, ™. ea,,h, *" ,he bu‘W>ng of

r?"a,c,e;and a°°d c'|i»»si>ip a
W,?ho,Ttreh°US9 *P‘ril“al values

For his own sale

"THE LOOTERS"
Plus Johnny Weismuller in

D«F
Book
£run<*j>y.........John

Saturday... John

5 Copyright 1956, Keister Adv. Service, Strasburg, Va.l

Sponsored by
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Rockland - Camden - Union - Vinalhaven

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Distributors Shell Gasoline, Range & Fuel Oil
Utility Gas and Gas Appliances

G. H. ASTON & SONS

WALTER MORSE, FLOWERS

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

For Your Floral Needs

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and Home
Ownership Since 1888

M. E. WOTTON & SON
Floor Coverings and Interior Decorations

ALLEN BROWN

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
“Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Yonr Money Back”

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
Service As Yon Want It

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Established 1868
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS
Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

EDWARDS AND COMPANY

Growers and Buyers of
Fancy Live and Dressed Poultry

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Boston - Portland - Rockland
Belfast - Ellsworth - Yarmouth, N. S.

MCDONALD'S DRUG STORE
Prescription Service
THOMASTON, MAINE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
THOMASTON, ME.

ROUTE 1

G & E TEXACO SERVICE
Wes Greene — Alfred Erickson
THOMASTON, MAINE

BURPEE FUNERAL HOME

COFFIN'S CLOTHING
DANIELS JEWELERS

THE PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Rockland’s Leading Restaurant
Owned and Operated by the Mclntoshes

V. A. BURNS MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail
97 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.

Lloyd E. Daniels, Certified Gemologist
Registered Jeweler, American Gem Society

STARR BROTHERS, INC.
General Contractors
ROCKLAND

262 PLEASANT ST.

AL'S HAIRDRESSING
SEA VIEW GARAGE INC.
_____________________________

COLLINS & FOSS, INC.

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER

ROCKLAND — CAMDEN

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

r

Morris R. Perry - Estab. 1904 - Earle C. Perry
Food Market Park St - Coal Office Main St

M 0) HftWV HOSIER’j

ROCKLAND POULTRY CO.

The ( ream of lee (’ream

J

J

STANLEY'S GARAGE

The Handiest Place In Town
TEL. 511
ROCKIdAND, ME.

Men’s and Boys’ Wear
433-435 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

I

Jr

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
AAA and ALA Emergency Road Service
TEL. 8004
RtXKLAND, ME.

CARL M. STILPHEN

KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE

jplissDovefi

Retreading and Repairing
70 PARK ST.
TEL. 1555

Men’s Clothing and Furnishings
304 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1782

MAKES WARM FRIENDS
Ret kland 1311, If No An.wcr Call 896-R

KLiNEMaScOPE '

COMPTON'S
Mobil-Flame Bottled Gas Distributor
TEL. 1135
ROCKLAND, ME.

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.

MARITIME OIL CO.

J* Morning,

Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

Jennifer
Jones
Good

Chapter Verses

w.*TdayJ.
John
Wednesdy John
Thursday...John
.......... John

"DEVIL GODDESS"

2O»h Can'ufy-Foi

L ’

Monday ... john

Home of Dutch Bov Faints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W
ROCKLAND

America’s Got a New
Sweetheart . . . You’ll Love

(2)

o|h'h^r'c0“ake (3) For ,he «*•
Fo/th. ? ?y OTd no,‘°n IG

$100 CASH NITE

2 Giant Widescreen Hits
Rory Calhoun - Julie Adams

9*99

ENTIRE WEEK Starting Fri. March 30

THROUGH DARKNESS

One-Act Play Contest held at the

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
680 MAIN STRICT

Dry Cleansers

MILLER'S GARAGE
DeSolo — Sales-Service — Plymouth
ROCKLAND

25-31 RANKIN ST.

HUMPTY-DUMPTY RESTAURANT
Where Good Eggs Meet To Eat

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
Prescription and Fountain Service
THOMASTON. ME.

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.
Ralph Brazier, Jr. is driving a
new Chevrolet pick-up truck.
Mrs. Edwin Davis of Boothbay
Harbor was guest of her father.

lIsQ/EU/pfi;

UALPLEX
new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish
• ODORLESS • DRIES FAST
• EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER |

• LOVELY COLORS ,

nalp

OUR BOOTH
At the

Better Homes
Show
MARCH 26-27
Rockland Community Bldg
FOR A

FREE GIFT
AND REGISTER FOB

A GAL OF ABOVE PAINT
To the I.ueky Ticket Holder
Ah First Prize.
SEX OND PRIZE:

10 SINGLE ROLLS IMPORTED
WALLPAPER - Our Choice

A DUTCH BOY
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE AT OUR BOOTH
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Demonstrating Nalplex Paint

For Quality and Great Values
TRADE AT CARR’S WHERE
YOU SAVE DOLLARS
At the Beginning of the
North End Rotary Traffic
Plenty E'ree Parking

Carr's Wallpaper
and Paint Center
586 MAIN ST.

■mm CmH

Rockland Courier-Gazete, Saturday, March 24, 1956

Tuasdoy-Thunday-Safurdaf

Worship services for members
of The Church of Christ will be
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in!
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock
street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans
of Augusta will lead.

day at 7.30
6 a. m.

Wednesday,

Nazarene The order of the ser
vices for the day are:
Sunday
School at 9.45 a. m.. morning wor
ship at 10.45 at which time the
pastor, Rev. R. O. Johnston, will
speak. Young People’s Annual
meeting at 6 p. m. The evening
service at 7 o'clock and the col
lege quartet will have charge.
Caravan groups will meet Monday
evening at 7 at the usual places.
Wednesday, the 28th. the annual
meeting of the Missionary Society
will be held at the church.
* * *

mittee. The Women’s Society will
hold a sewing meeting on Wednes- I
day at 10.30. Margaret Haskell and
Thelma Murray are the dinner
committee. The junior choir will
rehearse on Friday afternoon at
3.30 and the senior choir will meet
for their rehearsal in the evening
at 7 o’clock.
* * *

A MOST UNUSUAL FILM

Cong'l Church To

Try Changed
School Hours
On March 21 the Congregational

Church took action on several
items at their church meeting.

St. Bernard’s Church in Rock
It was voted to begin on April
land, Sunday services, 8 and 11
The South Thomaston Methodist
8 a six weeks experiment in the
a. m.; St. James Church, Thom
Church will hold its Palm Sunday
scheduling of Church School and
aston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Good
service at 7 o’clock. Rev. Merle
worship. Because many families
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church: Hope Church, Camden, 9.30 a. m.
Conant will preach on the sub
have children coming at two
Confessions
at
St.
Bernard
’
s
Rock

Order of Services: Parish Com
ject. "Jesus’ Victories”. All mem
hours, to the'r great inconvenience
munion and Sermon. 9.30 a. m.; land. Saturday, 3.30 and 7 p. m.
How freedom from disease and bers of the pariah are invited to
when they live & distance from
• ♦ #
Communion
Breakfast.
10.30;
discord can be established will be the service. The pastor will meet
church,
beginning on April 8 two
At
the
Littlefield
Memorial
Church School, 11.00. Weekdays.
brought out at Christian Science the members of Margaret Watt’s
worship services and two com
Mass, Tuesday, Thursday and Fri- Church Sunday services will be as services Sunday in tihe Lesson- Church School class on Tuesday
plete Church Schools will convene
— —---------- ==■ follows’.* Church School at 9.45, Sermon entitled "Reality”.
evening for a discussion period on
at 9 a. m. and at 10.30 a. m. Wor
Melvin Simmons a few days last regular church services at 11. with
Mark's description of how Christ the mean ng of the Christian life
shippers may come either time,
week.
music by the choir and sermon Jesus established harmony in the and church membership.
but Church School members will
• * »
Gordon Winchenpaw spent the by the pastor. Disciple classes at experience of the man "sick of
be expected to come at whichever
weekend wkith his grandparents 5 p. m. in the vestry, teachers the palsy” (2:3-12) will be among
At First Universalist Church, the
hour they have signed up for and
and
officers
of
the
Church
School
Palm
Sunday
services
will
be
at
those
read
from
the
King
James
Mr. and Mrs. William Pottle, re
251 of the 303 registered have
meet
at
6
o
’
clock.
BYF
meets
at
ill a. m. with Church School with
Version of the B'.ble.
turning t<> Orono Sunday.
The title of the new film, "Wine • about the reaction of the cLsciples already indicated their preferThe Golden Text is from Psalms Supt. Sam W. Collins. Jr., at the
Lewis Cook, who was called 6 p. m.. evening worship at 7.15.
of Morning”, to be shown here on | to Pentecost, says, "For these are ence This will enable families to
here by his sister Sandra’s seri A chalk illustration of the hymn, (111:2): "The works of the Lord same hour. Sermon by the min March 28 at the First Baptist 1 not drunken, as ye suppose, see- come together at the hour best
"The
Way
of
the
Cross
Leads
are great, sought out of all them ister. Rev. George Henry Wood, is Clhurch at 7.30 p. m. has created
ous accident, returned to Univer
ing that it is but the third hour for them.
Home” will be given by Mrs. I that have pleasure therein.”
entitled "Ye Are My Witnesses”. a great deal of interest, and many
sity of Maine Sunday.
of the day.” “Wine of Morning”
It was also voted to accept
Staples. The sermon title, "If I
Sunday services at 10.30 a. m.; Ushers of the day are George I. people are inquiring as to the
Edwin Flanders has sold his
refers to the joy and fullness of $1,000 as the share of the RockBe Lifted Up”. Prayer meeting Sunday School at 10.30 a. m.; Wed- Shaw and Stuart C. Burgess with
piace, formerly the Mitchell place,
meaning of the title.
the Holy Spirit as contrasted with land Church in the $100,000 fund
Tuesday at 7 p. m. Choir rehears- nesday night service at 7.30.
greeter by the guest book. Musical
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Seegers of
While not a direct scriptural drunkenness of wine. The title re- drive by the Congregational Chrisal at 8 p. m. Tuesday. Ladies Aid
selections are by the 16 voice ’ quotation. the inspiration of the fers, therefore, to the joy found in tian Conference of Maine in conWoolwich.
Wednesday at 7.33 at the home of
The Reorganized Church of choir with Mrs. Esther Rogers. J
js f0U1Mj jn the second chap- Chr'st Whose Spirit gives light to ned on with their recently ac
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons
! Mrs. Velima Be’yea, Camden jesug Christ of Latter Day Saints. director and Mrs. Vesta Or. or- ter of ^cts. where Peter, speaking men.
of Camden called on her mother,
quired Summer Conference Censtreet.
A Good Friday worship pastor, George Woodsvard. holds ganist. All persons are cordially
Mrs. Jane Carter Murphy and
ter on Lake Cobbossecontee. This
, service will be conducted Friday gervicea at GAR Hall. Limerock welcome always.
Miss Rosa Carter recently.
mental music the service will be , Church School will be at 9.15 and sum will be paid at the church’s
; evening at 7.30 in the church.
street, March 25: Church School.
The schedule of the we«*k in
convenience over the next three
Mrs. Chester Brow*n has re
cludes: Monday at 7 p. m., Boy ! broadcast from 7.30 to 8. Music | 10.30. while the morning service
j 10 a. m. preaching, 11 a. an.
will be by the choir and a young will be broadcast beginning at years.
turned to her secretarial position
At Owls Head, morning worship
* * *
Scout Tioop 203 meets at the ves- j
soloist, and the pastor will con 10.30. The Senior Choir will pre
with Dr. Barbara Fuller of Rock at 8.45. Church School at 10
The Pratt Memorial Methodist try with Scoutmaster E. E. Har- i
land after an absence of several o’clock. BYF at 6 p. m. Prayer Church, Merle S. Conant, minister, rington; Tuesday at 6 p. m., the ! tinue his messages on the mira sent two anthems, and the pas Gals at 7.30; Wednesday, post
cles of Calvary with this Sunday’s tor’s topic will be "Triumphal poned Circle supper at 6.15, with
weeks.
meeting on Thursday at 7.30 p. m. will hold its Palm Sunday service Chapin Class has its supper-meetsubject, "The Miracle of the Entry”. The Junior Pilgrim Fel- a special church meeting afterMr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Yattaw
at 10.30. The sermon theme will ing at the vestry, and at 7 p. m..
A male quartet from Eastern be "Jesus’ Victories”. Anne Davis the choir holds rehearsal at the Earthquake”. A Baptismal Service lowshlp will meet at 4 p. m.. and wards; Thursday, the annual
and son Ronald were guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Mink Nazarene College will sing Sun will play a program of organ num home of the Baileys; Holy TTiurs- : will follow the board-cast, and on the Comrades of the Way will hold Maundy Thursday Communion
day night at the Church of the bers, the choir will sing an an day even ng at 7.30. there will be the following two Sunday nights a candlelight communion service Service at 7.30. with members re
in Appleton Sunday.
also there will be baptismal ser at 6.30 in honor of Holy Week. At ceived. and the Senior Choir and
them, and C. Eugene DeGroff will a shared Communion Service in I vices.
8 o’clock the pastor's class for all the Rhythmic Choir (directed by
present the morning solo.
The the church with the reception of
E;P3W!... .. ES"'7.. . “.• ''
Meetings during the week will those joining the church on Mrs. Madelyn Oliver Drinkwater)
pastor will bapt'.ze and receive new church members and Rev. be as follows: Monday night at
Maundy Thursday will be held in will again present The Lord’s
members. The Church School will George H. Wood will have as topic 6.30 the Colonist Pioneer Girls, at
the church .parlor.
A special Prayer”,
meet for study and fellowship at "The Cross"; all persona are wel 7 the Explorer Pioneer Girls, and
church service to vote on new
11 o’clock. The Youth Fellowship come at Communion. Friday eve at 7.30 a meeting of the committee
i
members will be held at the close
At
Holy
Trinity
Lutheran
will meet at 5.30 for worship, bust ning at 7 30. Cub Pack 203 wi’l studying the new By-Laws; Tues
of morning worship.
Church. Thomaston. W. I. Ylonen,
• nese and a program. Joseph Nye hold their monthly Pack meeting day at 2 a meeting of all prospec
Appointments for the week in pastor: Sunday School, 6 p. m.;
will lead the devotional service, with friends and parents welcome tive DVBS teachers, and at 7.30
clude:
Monday. Girl Scout Troop Worship, 7 p. m.; Worship in
and Leroy Chatto will present a at the vestry, with Cubmaster Al the Golden Hour or Prayer and
Finnish. 8 p. m. Easter worship
VISIT OUR BOOTH AT
j film strip on the "The Church at fred L. Benner.
Praise;
Wednesday at 2.30 the 1 at 3, Boy Scout Troop 206 at 7. service in English Monday at 7
' Work”.
Women’s Association, at 3.30 the and Deacons at 7.45 at parsonage; p. m and in Finnish at 8 p. m.
Th-e program for holy \Veck in
Pa’m Sunday at the First Bap Pilgrim Pioneer Girls, at 7 the Tuesday. Girl Scout Troop 20 at
THE BETTER HOMES SHOW
cludes the Boy Scouts on Monday tist Qiurch will begin w th Church Stockade, and at 7.30 the showing 3, Senior Choir at 7. S.iore Village Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
night at 7 o’clock, and the Girl School at 9 30 with classes for all of the film, "Wine of Morning”;
Al the Community Building
Scouts on Tuesday afternoon. No ages. In the morning worship at Thursday at 3.30 the Junior Am
prayer service will be held this 10.45 Rev. Edward T. Barram’s bassadors. and at 7 the Senior
week, but the Maunday Thursday message will be on "The Cross" Choir rehearsal; Good Friday
Monday and Tuesday, March 26-27
service will be held on Thursday Nursery care is provided for small Service at 7.30 with the Commu
night at 7.30. The pastor will bring children during this service. The nion Service and a special pro
the message, communion service Junior Choir will rehearse at 4.30. gram of Scripture and music; and
will be observed. Anne Davis‘will The Senior Ambassadors will meet on Saturday the Prayer Hour at
representative
play and the choir will sing. A at 5.45. and the Early Teen-agers 7.30.
worker’s conference will be held also at 5.45 with Elaine Harjula
* * *
TELEPHONE 1136-W4
on Tuesday night at 6 o’clock at as guest speaker. The pre-service
At the Congregational Church,
the church with George Johnson prayer meeting will be held at Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor:
presenting the program.
Gloria 6.45. and the evening service will Palm Sunday will be observed,
Hodgkins, Barbara Carpenter and open at 7. After a period of songs, with palms distributed to all who
Alice Conant are the supper com testimonies, and special instru- attend the morning appointments.

Grossman

Homes

AMOS GARRISON,

5

STARRETT'S MILL

.

ALBERT E. MacPHAIL
STATE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
CARR’S WALLPAPER CENTER

GROSSMAN HOMES
HOWARD KENNISTON
NEW ENG. TEL. & TEL. CO.
DRAGON CEMENT
EDWARD 0’ 8. GONiA

B. J. DOWLING
W. H. GLOVER CO.
A. C. McLOON & CO.
SUTTON SUPPLY CO.
BITLER’S

2-5 AND \

H.H.CRIECO. - WOTTON’S
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
OVERLOCK’S MILL
PASSMORE LUMBER CO.
STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

Fog*

Hethen's Alphabet....
—

Social Matters

Club ’53 met Tuesday night at
the home of Miss Helen Pinker
ton. A social evening was enjoyed.
Refreshments of sandwiches and
cake were carried out in St. Pat
rick's Day colors. The next meet
ing will be held al ftie home of
Mrs. Diane Giles on April 3. Those
attending were: Mrs. Janice Mc
Lennan. Mrs. Patricia King, Mrs.
Diane Giles, Mrs. Marie Graham.
Mrs. Affreda Lank, Mrs. Lee
Wood.
Mrs. Judith Stambaugh,
Mrs. Marilyn Smith. Mrs. Patri
cia Griff.th, Miss Barbara Kaler,
Mias Carole Clarke, and Miss
Pinkerton. Mrs. Shirlene Crowell
of Limestone was a special guest.

WALDOBORO

For sooial Items In The CourierGazette Phone 770, City.

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9361

NEW ITEMS

Mrs. Raymond Bagley and Mrs.
Eether Gross were in Portland
Thursday.

ARRIVING DAILY
— ANTI _

Rev. und Mrs. Harold Carpenter
have
returned from Houlton,
where they visited their son and
family.

PRICED RIGHT

G. H. ASTON
& SONS
5c - 10c to $1.00 STORE
ROCKLAND
36-EOT-tf

Our Spring

}

;» Wallpaper Sale ♦
«

STARTED AT

< 12c per Single Roll and up ♦
<iNeiw Spring Patterns Arriving 4
I iFor Quality and Great Values 4
I*
Come In and Visit l’s.
|
<I
SEE AND COMPARE
4
•»
OCR PRICES
♦
<1
♦
<i
Full Line
J

;;
DUTCH BOY FAINTS
♦
« Alto EAGIO ANO ADMIRAL!
1'

Inside and Outside

*

i * At Lowest Possible Prices *
I i
All Colors
I I Qta. 75c up - Gals. $1.69 up

4

"

♦

4

» TRADE IN CARR'S WHERE ♦
YOU SAVE DOLLARS
J

( I
II
h

At the Beginning of the
North End Rotary Traffic

4
4

Carr's Wallpaper}

I! and Paint Center 4
586 MAIN BT.

ROCKLAND*

36-38 J

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Doten of Au
burn have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Brown.
Mrs. Marion Kaler was in Rock
land Wednesday.
A. D. Grey has returned from
the Mercy Hospital in Portland
and is at his home on Jefferson
street.
Mrs. Isabel Remsen Sft employed
in the Ruperintendeent of Schools
office.

™‘HOME «
YOUR CHOICE

CAN

BE YOURS
FOI

LESS than RENT!

Grossman
WILL SUPPLY
COMPLETE
MATERIALS, FIXTURES

u.M«2904’i“
HO DOWN PAYMENT
Local Representative

Amos Garrison
Tel. U36-W4

Girls Scheduled
Meeting times for the Grammar
School Girls, an organization re
cently formed as part of the City
Recreation program were an
nounced Wednesday evening.
It was planned that the large
group of fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth grade girls who are par
ticipating in the sports program
would I# sub-divided into age
groujw
Girts of the seventh and eighth
grades in the Rockland Schools
will meet Wednesday afternoon
for basketball while girls of the
fifth and sixth grades would
gather on Friday afternoon.
The entire group will meet
Thursday afternoon for volley ball
sessions, it was announced.
Time of the meetings has been
set for 3.15 p. m. and will run
until 4.30 p. m.
Gathered at Wednesday after
noon’* meeting were 138 partici
pants.

Volunteers who will staff the
office of the Maine Cancer So
ciety for the week of March 26
are: Tuesday, Mrs. Harold Dana
and Mrs. Edwin Lynch of Thom
aston; Wednesday. Mrs. William
Hardy of Hope; Thursday. Mrs.
Ruby Chaples and Mrs. Hart of
Appleton and Mrs. Maynard Spear
of Thomaston; Friday. Miss Mar
garet Simms of Clark Island and
Mrs. Darold Hocking of Thomas
ton.

Mrs. Deane Deshon was guest
of honor at a surprise stork
shower given by Mrs. David Hoch
and Mrs. David Deshon at the
The Cfhaplin Class will hold its De-hon home on Camden street
monthly supper Tuesday at 6 Wednesday night. Mrs. Deshon
p. m. in the vestry of the Unlver- recr iv. d many dainty gifts which
salist Church with Mrs. Carrie were arranged In a bathinettec.
Palmer, chairman.
The table was attractive in decorations of pastel green and yel
The Women’s Society of the low. Guests present were: Mrs.
Methodist Church will hold Its John Ross. Mrs. Jalu I tan t a Mrs.
monthly business meeting April 4
Edward
Maxey, Mm.
James
In the vestry. Mrs. Mildred Achorn
Couj*en*. Mr . Janies HalLigan,
La chairman of the program com
I Mrs. Ronald Thurston. Mrs. Maymittee. Robert Merriam will be I nard Wigg-in, Mrs. Robert Connell.
the speaker, his subject being his
Mrs.. Sajnuel Collins, Mrs. Sher
trip to the U. S. pilgramage.
man Lord, Mrs. Henry Ulmer,
Mrs. Emery Howard, chairman Mrs. Ralph Hopkins, Mrs. John
Mrs. Donald Kelsey,
of grabs for the forthcoming Knox Murgita,
Hospital County Fair requests that Mrs. Mellen Deshon, Mrs. Robert
members bring their articles to Annis, Mrs. Ralph Cowan. Mltw
the April Auxiliary meeting, either Janet Stone, Mias Carol Kent,
wrapped or unwrapped.
Miss Betty Adams. A happy fea
ture of the evening was a phone
Mrs. Nktalie Snow, president of call from Mrs. Deshon's mother,
the Rubinstein Club, announces Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr., of Chapel
that the utmual drin-ner-meeting for Hill. N. C.
members will be held Friday eve
ning, April 6 at 6 o'clock at the
Thorndike Hotel. Election of offl Mrs. Kenneth
cera for the coining year will be
held.
Mrs. Beulah Ames is in Winchenbach
change of dinner reservations.
Honored By Shower
Following the meeting theTe will
be a musical program at 8
Mrs. Kenneth Winchenbach, the
o’clock at the Farnsworth Mus former Miss Marilyn Jones, was
eum to which the public is invited. guest of honor at a surprise wed
ding shower Tuesday evening,
Mrs. Merrill Fisk, the former
given by Mrs. Barbara Nystrom
Helvi Laltlnen, who was married
and Miss Mary Ann Winchenbach
in January, was honored at a
at the former’s home on Cedar
miscellaneous post-bridal shower
street.
Tuesday night with Miss MaryThe rooms were decorated in
Egan and Mrs. Alma Bjorkqutat
as hostesses at the former's home green and white and the gifts piled
on Pine street. A buffet lunch high on a gaily decorated card
was served, the centerpiece for table. After the surprised guest
Ute table being Jonquils and iris. opened her lovely glfte, refresh
Mrs. Fisk received, many lovely ments, which consisted of a bridal
gifts. Invited guests were: Miss cake, assorted sandwiches. Scotch
Ruth Emery, Mrs. John Duff, Mrs. short bread and coffee, were
Manuel Wlnchenbaugh, Mrs. Nath served.
Attending guests were Mrs. Ma
alie
Nicholas.
Mrs.
Dorothy
Noyea, Mrs. Warren Barrows, rion Jones, Mrs. Allen Jones, Mrs.
Hussey,
Mrs.
Louise
Mrs. Ldnnle Richardson, Mrs. Muriel
Richard Smith, Mrs. John Miller, Morey. Mrs. Helen Hallowell and
Mrs. Carl Spear, Mrs. John Lait- Mrs. Maude Winchenbach.
Inen, Mrs. Francis Hedrich, Mrs.
Also sending gifts were Mrs.
Margaret Swanson. Miss Vita Joyce Morey and Dana Winchen
Lombardo, Mrs. Phyllis Harvey, bach.
Mrs. Virginia Hanson. Mrs. John
Kinney, Mrs. Barbara Aston, and
Mrs. Clara Couhlg.

Grammar School

South School Honors Players, Cheerleaders

Meeting Days

Rev. Howard Grover of Bangor
will be guest speaker at the r
viva! services at Grace Church. 11
Crescent Street, Friday through
Sunday. Rev. Grover has a Gosp< 1
message no one should miss.

Mrs. Sadie Levis sustained a
broken leg in a fall at her home
Wednesday night while on the way
to visit her brother. Frank Young,
vfco is a patient at Knox Hospital.

<10 MAIN ST.
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Teen Council To
Visit Portland

IS FOR G. I. (SERIES) "GASTRO INTESTINAL"
The G. I. Series is the modern way for the doctor to check
digestion.
They take snapshots of your appetite, so error is out of
the question.

G

Theatre Guild To

Wheel Chair Vets

Present Cooper
Memorial Award

To Stage Show
In Rockland

A group of Rockland Teen Coun
cil members will travel to PoTt- I
land on April 28 to hold a .splash i
party at the YMCA there, accord
ing to plans made at a meeting
of the group held at the Commun
ity Building Wednesday evening,
Ruth Williamson, secretary of the
Council, reported.
The group will leave in the
morning with Oity Recreation Di
rector Edward Ericson for a
shopping tour of the city and re
turn in the evening. During the
visit they will hold their splash
party at the YMCA swimming
pool.
Other business discussed at the
meeting involved tentative plans
for a possible panel forum of Teen
Council members, non-teen-age
members and several city depart
ment administrators to discuss the
needs of the young people in Rock
land. No date for such a forum
was set but it was .hoped it might
be tied in with a Rockland High
School assembly.
A committee of four were ap
pointed to arrange for the trip
to Portland and included Dick
Trask, Sally Flood, Walt Wotton
and Charles Cross.

The Rockland Memorial Post
Veterans of Foreign Wars, will
sponsor a “Wheel Chair Veterans"
show to he presented at the Rock
land Community Building May 26.
The show, in the form of a play,
will be put on by the Wheel Chair
Veterans, an organization of dis
abled veterans confined to wheel
chairs who will be its principal
actors.
Post Commander Henry Mills,
in sponsoring the show, said that
the field workers with the aid of
some post members have already
started canvassing of the Rock
land area for ticket orders. He
expressed his appreciation for the
business men who have already
shown their support of the play.
Proceeds for the show will go
to the Wheel Chair Veterans or
ganization. The group, formed on UNION
the west coast, is making its first MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
tour of the east coast.
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
Tickets for Oho- show will be
made available at a later date,
Command, r Mills said. A booklet
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fossett
containing the history of the or
quietly
observed their 37th wed
ganization will be available with
ding anniversary Monday, March
the tickets.
19. Miss Ida Hughes and Miss
Helen Perry were evening guests.
The senior class of Union High
Friendship
School will have the Ernie Lyndel
HELEN FALE9
Grange Corner
Show presented at the local gym
Correspondent
Wednesday March 28.
Tel. Temple 2-9954
Career day program was rep
Warren Grange
resented at the High School Wed
Woodrow
J.
Verge
was
in
Ston

By Nancy Benner
nesday with representatives from
Warren Grange is having good ington on Tuesday.
University of Maine, Husson Col
Almon
Burns
was
in
Waterville
attendance.
lege, Bangor; and Portland Junior
They voted on three candidates on Wednesday.
The ambulance crew. Rev. and College. Next Wednesday a simi
Tuesday night.
There was a birthday party af Mrs. Everett E. Pender Betty lar program is planned with peo
ter the meeting for all those who Roberts and Thelma Bramhall ple from different vocations speak
took Judson Smith to Knox Hospi ing to the students.
had birthdays in Match.
Mrs. Grace Kennedy and Mrs.
Nine members attended the tal on Wednesday night.
Woodrow J. Verge was in Boston Bessie Benner of Waldoboro visit
School of Instruction at East
Union Wednesday evening.
Thursday through Sunday, where ed Thursday with Mrs. Florence
he attended the New England bas Calderwood.
Megunttcook Grange
Woman's
Community
Club
The Irish Minstrels program, ketball tournament.
The ambulance crew, Betty meets Tuesday. March 27. at the
postponed from last week be
Miss Isabel! Abbott is
cause of bad weather was pre Roberts. Thelma Bramhall, Pearl vestry.
sented by a cast of 10 with the Pender,
and Everett Pender, chairman of the program. Hos
opening chorus of "My Wild Irish brought George Cook home from tesses serving are Faith Farrow,
Rose" and "Irish Lullaby"; al, Knox Hospital on Thursday.
Florence Thurston, Mary Barker
dressed in appropriate costumes.
Mrs. Lettie Collamore spent and Agnes Creighton. Members
The program included: a musi Thursday with her sister, Mrs. arc reminded of the change of
cal reading, "Irish Jubilee”, by Emma Davis in Thomaston.
hour of the club, due to Orient
Marston Beverage; vocal solo,
A surprise stork shower was Chapter. O.E.S. installation.
Jean Frye; tap dance. "Alex held at the home of Mrs. Russell
The public auction planned by
ander's Ragtime Band", by Dottle Neal for Mrs. David Dorr on Wed the P.T.A. was postponed, due to
Jean Dow, with Lorraine Dow at nesday night.
Guests present traveling conditions. A date will
the piano.
were. Mrs. Richard Neal. Mrs. be announced later following the
Peggie O’Neil was given a newLester Black, Mrs. Frank Rich April P T.A. meeting.
interpretation in a descriptive
The Church of the Nazarene will
ardson, Mis. Russell Carter, Mrs.
dance by Darius Joy, while "Sweet
John Glusani,. Mrs. Frank Con- have the Royal Aires, a male
Rosie O'Grady” and "Little Annie
ary. Mrs. Donald Wood. Mrs. Wil quartet at both the Sunday School
Rooney" were likewise honored
church services Sunday,
liam Gilchrest, Mrs. Harold Lash. and
by dances rendered by Ernest
Mrs. Wayne Havener, Mis. Robert March 25.
Johnson and Arthur Clements.
Reading. "Casey at the Bat”, L. Stenger. Mrs. Douglas Lash,
7 p. m. Philip Bramhall will be
by Barbara Dorr; harmonica solo, Mrs. Gordon Murphy, and Mrs.
song-leader. A four-piece orches
Ted Dorr; vocal solo. Mrs. Dow; Russell Neal. Many lovely gifts
tra will play the theme song, "In
tap dance, Margery Trout, "Peg were received by Mrs. Dorr. Re
the Garden.” Message, "A Crowd
freshments
were
servd
by
Mrs.
O' My Heart";
closing chorus,
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling". Richard Neal and Mrs. Russell That No Man Can Number in
The union Holy
A beautifully decorated the Garden."
There were 13 visitors present, Neal.
representing nine Granges, and 46 cake with pink and white bootees Week services begin Monday eve
by
Mrs.
Melvin ning at 7.30 p. m. in the Metho
Megutlcook members. March 28 was made
dist Church with Rev. Everett
will he Guest Officers Night. Burns. Jr.
Pender as the speaker. Rev. Miss
There will be no Circle supper and
Church Notices
Weed will be speaking Tuesday,
refreshments will be served at
Next Sunday morning the serv
Thursday and Sunday in the Ad
the close of the meeting. Those
ice in the Advent Christian Church
ventist Church.
The general
not already solicited please bring
will be in line with Palm Sunday
theme will be "Reactions at the
pie or sandwiches.
observance. The choir will sing,
Cross.” The public is cordially
The lecturer's march was won
"Ride On! Ride On in Majesty."
invited.
by Joseph LeBianc.
Pastor Everett Pender will preach
Foods that will replace the pro from the subject "The Palm-Tree
Maine homemakers find they
tein in a serving of meat include Christian." Sunday School schol can save two-thirds of the cost of
fish, shellfish, Cheddar or regular ars living outside of walking dis an average garment by using their
cottage cheese, eggs, peanut but tance will be transported by cars time and skills to sew at home.
ter, cooked dried peas, beans and for the session that meets at 12 m. Sewing skills are developed In Ex
lentils. So reports the Maine Ex The last in the special March Sun tension Association clothing pro
day evening services will begin At jects.
tension Service foods apeclatlst.

The Knox County Theatre Guild
held a meting at the American Le
gion Home Wednesday evening,
Leg-onnaires and wives being in
vited.
The president, George Sleeper.
conduetAi the business meeting.
Authorization was given to have
Certificates of Awards printed to
be used for the Cooper Memorial
Award, being presented to the
high school for the best one-aet
play each year.
The Guild voted to assist the
Maine Seafoods Festival in pagentry fitting to the occasion.
Art Liakletter’s three act play.
"People Are Funny", was chosen
as the Guild's spring production.
The president named the follow
ing nota.ina.ting committee to bring
in a slate of officers for the com
ing year: Richard Hodsdon, Betty
Ann Virchow and Bertha Spear.
A dress rehearsal of the one-act
play, "Write Me A Love Scene"
was presented in dress rehearsal,
which will be given for the Isady
Lions at the Thorndike Hotel on
March 28.
The next meeting of tihe Guild
will be April 18.

Photo By Kelley
Members of the South School basketball tea in and cheerleaders were honored at a banquet at
the school Thursday evening. Guest speaker at the annual affair was Rockland Postmaster James
< onnellan. Shown in the group above as awards were made to two team members are, from left to
right: George Robishaw, banquet chairman; Calvin Beal, basketball captain; Gertrude Henderson,
cheerleader; coach .lames Grant and guest of hono r James Connellan.

KNOX-LINCOLN PAST GRANDS AND

PAST NOBLE GRANDS ASSOCIATIONS
ELECT OFFICERS AT WARREN
The past noble grands of Mystic
Rebekah Lodge and past grands
of Warren Lodge. I.O.O.F., were

hosts and hostess to the Knox and
Lincoln

Past Grands

and

Past

Noble Grands Association, at the

I.O.O.F. Hall Wednesday evening.

Mrs. Earl Moore Sr.. Mrs. Perley
Damon and Mrs. Tauno Manner,
served the 6.30 supper.
Business meetings of the I vo
Associations followed, it being the
annual meetings of both with the
election of officers.
The past grands elected as fol
lows: President, Norman Fuller,
Camden; re-elected secretary was
Earl Moore, Sr. Warren and treas

central

Mary Yates; Tenants Harbor.
Mrs. Jessie Harris; Warren Mrs.
Mildred Gammon; Appleton, Mts.
Rose Sawyer; Union, Mrs. Sadie
Esther Keating: Rockland. Mrs.
Cunningham.

urer, Nestor Brown of Rockland.
Members were present from
The vice presidents will be elected
Appleton,
Camden,
Rockland,
later.
Union and Warren.
The Past
The past noble grands elected
Noble Grands of Round Pond In
Mrs. Marion Manner, Warren,
vited the Associations there for
president; Mrs. Esther Keating,
the April meeting.
Appleton, first vice president;
Mrs. Rose Sawyer, Rockland sec
Automobile Trader Sheldon will
ond vice president; Mrs. Sadie
Cunningham. Union, third vice open up his used car lot on Route
president.
Miss Doris Hyler, 1, Warren, on April 1 with a full
Warren was re-elected treasurer. assortment of good used cars at
Mrs. Edna Moore was appointed prices so low it will startle you.
secretary and Mrs. Mabel Withee He has a few used cars he’ll sell
Roekport was appointed chaplain. now ut give-away prices to clear
the way for the big opening April
The visiting committee appoint 1. Come and get the top car value
ed for each town is: Camden, Mrs. of the year then and there. Earle
Inez Crosby; Waldoboro, Mrs. Sheldon Auto Sales, Route I, War
Ethel Benner; Round Pond, Mrs. ren.
30-S-39

maine

power

company's

DOUBLE*
FEATURE

BIG RANGE COOKING
IN COMPACT SPACE
WITH THIS

G-E Spacemaker
DE LUXE

ALL THESE DE LUXE

Features
in both models
• Pushbutton Controls
• New Faster Calrod*
Surface Unit

buy either range for only

• Big Master Ovenholds meat for 24

95

• New Automatic OvenMinute Timer
• “Focused Heat" Broiler

WITH YOUR
OLD COOK
STOVE

• Enclosed Cftlrod* Bake
and Broil Units-lift
out to clean
• Oven Floodlight
• Wlde-spacad Surface
Units

Terms: *79.95 Down, *8.50 mo.

or....
We Will Allow You
AT LEAST
OLD

$25 •

COOK

STOVE

FOR YOUR
TOWARD

THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW

ELECTRIC RANGE

CENTR
POWER

MAINE
OMPANY

t

